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BACKGROUND

The disclosure relates to wireless energy transfer. Wireless energy transfer can

for example, be useful in such applications as providing power to autonomous electrical

or electronic devices.

Radiative modes of omni-directional antennas (which work very well for

information transfer) are not suitable for such energy transfer, because a vast majority of

energy is wasted into free space. Directed radiation modes, using lasers or highly-

directional antennas, can be efficiently used for energy transfer, even for long distances

(transfer distance L TRANS »L DEV , where LDEγ the characteristic size of the device and/or

the source), but require existence of an uninterruptible line-of-sight and a complicated

tracking system in the case of mobile objects. Some transfer schemes rely on induction,

but are typically restricted to very close-range (LTRANS «LDE V) or low power (~mW) energy

transfers.

The rapid development of autonomous electronics of recent years (e.g. laptops,

cell-phones, house-hold robots, that all typically rely on chemical energy storage) has led

to an increased need for wireless energy transfer.



SUMMARY

Efficient wireless energy-transfer between two resonant objects can be achieved

at mid-range distances, provided these resonant objects are designed to operate in the

'strong-coupling' regime. We describe an implementation of a method to increase the

efficiency of energy-transfer or to suppress the power radiated, which can be harmful or a

cause of interference to other communication systems, by utilizing destructive

interference between the radiated far-fields of the resonant coupled objects. 'Strong

coupling' is a necessary condition for efficient energy-transfer, in the absence of far-field

interference. 'Strong coupling' can be demonstrated in the case of realistic systems: self-

resonant conducting coils, capacitively-loaded conducting coils, inductively-loaded

conducting rods and dielectric disks, all bearing high-Q electromagnetic resonant modes.

Also, an analytical model can be developed to take far-field interference into account for

wireless energy-transfer systems. The analytical model can be used to demonstrate the

efficiency enhancement and radiation suppression, in the presence of interference. In an

example implementation, we describe improved performance based on the above

principles in the case of two realistic systems: capacitively-loaded conducting coils and

dielectric disks, both bearing high-Q electromagnetic resonant modes and far-field

interference.

In an aspect, an apparatus for use in wireless energy transfer includes a first

resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator structure, over

a distance D larger than a characteristic size L1 of said first resonator structure and larger

than a characteristic size L2 of said second resonator structure. The energy transfer has a

rate K and is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant field of the first

resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure. The resonant

field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular frequency ω , a resonance

frequency-width F1, and a resonance quality factor Q1 =ω /2F 1 at least larger than 300,

and the said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F2 , and a resonance quality factor

Q2 = ω2 12F2 at least larger than 300. The absolute value of the difference of said

angular frequencies ω and ω2 is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and



F2 , and the quantity is at least larger than 20. The apparatus also includes a

power supply coupled to the first structure and configured to drive the first resonator

structure or the second resonator structure at an angular frequency away from the

resonance angular frequencies and shifted towards a frequency corresponding to an odd

normal mode for the resonator structures to reduce radiation from the resonator structures

by destructive far-field interference.

In some examples, the power supply is configured to drive the first resonator

structure or the second resonator structure at the angular frequency away from the

resonance angular frequencies and shifted towards the frequency corresponding to an odd

normal mode for the resonator structures to substantially suppress radiation from the

resonator structures by destructive far-field interference.

In an aspect, a method for wireless energy transfer involves a first resonator

structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator structure, over a distance

D larger than a characteristic size L1 of said first resonator structure and larger than a

characteristic size L2 of said second resonator structure, wherein the energy transfer has a

rate K and is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant field of the first

resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure, said resonant

field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular frequency ω , a resonance

frequency-width F1, and a resonance quality factor Q1 =ω /2F 1 at least larger than 300,

and said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F2 , and a resonance quality factor

Q2 = ω2 /2T 2 at least larger than 300, the absolute value of the difference of said angular

frequencies ω and ω2 is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and F 2 ,

and the quantity κ l - F 1F 2 is at least larger than 20. The method includes driving the

first resonator structure or the second resonator structure at an angular frequency away

from the resonance angular frequencies and shifted towards a frequency corresponding to

an odd normal mode for the resonator structures to reduce radiation from the resonator

structures by destructive far-field interference.



In some examples, the first resonator structure or the second resonator structure is

driven at the angular frequency away from the resonance angular frequencies and shifted

towards the frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode for the resonator structures

to substantially suppress radiation from the resonator structures by destructive far-field

interference.

In an aspect, an apparatus for use in wireless energy transfer includes a first

resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator structure, over

a distance D larger than a characteristic size L1 of said first resonator structure and larger

than a characteristic size L2 of said second resonator structure. The energy transfer has a

rate K and is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant field of the first

resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure. The resonant

field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular frequency ω , a resonance

frequency-width F1, and a resonance quality factor Q1 =ω /2F 1 at least larger than 300,

and the resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance angular frequency

ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F 2 , and a resonance quality factor Q2 =ω2 12T2 at

least larger than 300. The absolute value of the difference of said angular frequencies ω

and ω2 is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and F2 , and the quantity

KI /F1F2 is at least larger than 20. For a desired range of the distances D, the resonance

angular frequencies for the resonator structures increase transmission efficiency T by

accounting for radiative interference, wherein the increase is relative to a transmission

efficiency T calculated without accounting for the radiative interference.

In some examples, the resonance angular frequencies for the resonator structures

are selected by optimizing the transmission efficiency T to account for both a resonance

quality factor U and an interference factor V.

In an aspect, a method involves designing a wireless energy transfer apparatus,

the apparatus including a first resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a

second resonator structure, over a distance D larger than a characteristic size L1 of said

first resonator structure and larger than a characteristic size L2 of said second resonator

structure, wherein the energy transfer has a rate K and is mediated by evanescent-tail



coupling of a resonant field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the

second resonator structure, wherein said resonant field of the first resonator structure has

a resonance angular frequency ω , a resonance frequency-width F1, and a resonance

quality factor Q1 =ω 12F1 at least larger than 300, and said resonant field of the second

resonator structure has a resonance angular frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width

F2 , and a resonance quality factor Q2 =ω2 12T2 at least larger than 300, wherein the

absolute value of the difference of said angular frequencies ω and ω2 is smaller than the

broader of said resonant widths F1 and F 2 , and the quantity K I - T1T2 is at least larger

than 20. The method includes selecting the resonance angular frequencies for the

resonator structures to substantially optimize the transmission efficiency by accounting

for radiative interference between the resonator structures.

In some examples, the resonance angular frequencies for the resonator structures

are selected by optimizing the transmission efficiency T to account for both a resonance

quality factor U and an interference factor V.

In an aspect, an apparatus for use in wireless energy transfer includes a first

resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator structure over a

distance D . The energy transfer is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant

field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure,

with a coupling factor k . The resonant field of the first resonator structure has a

resonance angular frequency a\ , a resonance frequency-width F1, and a resonance

quality factor Q1 =ω 12F1, and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation

quality factor Q1md >Q1, and the resonant field of the second resonator structure has a

resonance angular frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F 2 , and a resonance

quality factor Q2 =ω2 /2T 2 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation

quality factor Q2 rad
≥ Q2 . An absolute value of a difference of said angular frequencies

ω and ω2 is smaller than broader of said resonant widths F1 and F 2 , and an average

resonant angular frequency is defined as ωo = , corresponding to an average

resonant wavelength X =2πc I ωo , where c is the speed of light in free space, and a



strong-coupling factor being defined as U = Q Q2 . The apparatus is configured to

employ interference between said radiative far fields of the resonant fields of the first and

second resonator, with an interference factor V
md

, to reduce a total amount of radiation

from the apparatus compared to an amount of radiation from the apparatus in the absence

of interference, a strong-interference factor being defined as

V =V (Q1 / Q
Umd

)(Q 2 / Q2 ) .

The following are examples within the scope of this aspect.

The apparatus has Q11Q
d

>0.01 and Q2 1 2 rad
≥ 0.01 . The apparatus has

Qi I Qi ≥ 0 .1 and 2 / Q2 md
≥ 0 .1. The apparatus has D I X larger than 0.00 1 and the

strong-interference factor V is larger than 0.01. The apparatus has D I X larger than

0.001 and the strong-interference factor V is larger than 0.1. The apparatus includes the

second resonator structure.

During operation, a power generator is coupled to one of the first and second

resonant structure, with a coupling rate κg , and is configured to drive the resonator

structure, to which it is coupled, at a driving frequency/ corresponding to a driving

angular frequency ω =2πf , wherein U is defined as K I T1, if the power generator is

coupled to the first resonator structure and defined as κg I T2 , if the power generator is

coupled to the second resonator structure. The driving frequency is different from the

resonance frequencies of the first and second resonator structures and is closer to a

frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode of the system of the two resonator

structures, wherein the detuning of the first resonator from the driving frequency is

defined as D1 = (ω - ω ) / T and the detuning of the second resonator structure from the

driving frequency is defined as D2 = ( - ω2) / T 2 .

D1 is approximately equal to UVaά and D2 is approximately equal to UVmd . U

is chosen to maximize the ratio of the energy-transfer efficiency to the radiation

efficiency. Ug is approximately equal to Jl +U2 - V2 U2 +V2 - 2W md . /is at least

larger than 100 kHz and smaller than 500MHz. /is at least larger than IMHz and smaller



than 50MHz. The apparatus further includes the power generator. During operation, a

power load is coupled to the resonant structure to which the power generator is not

coupled, with a coupling rate K1, and is configured to receive from the resonator

structure, to which it is coupled, a usable power, wherein U1 is defined as K1 T 1, if the

power load is coupled to the first resonator structure and defined as K1ZT2 , if the power

load is coupled to the second resonator structure. U1 is chosen to maximize the ratio of

the energy-transfer efficiency to the radiation efficiency. The driving frequency is

different from the resonance frequencies of the first and second resonator structures and

is closer to a frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode of the system of the two

resonator structures, wherein the detuning of the first resonator from the driving

frequency is defined as D1 ={ω - ωι )ZT ι and is approximately equal to UV
md

, and the

detuning of the second resonator structure from the driving frequency is defined as

D2 =(ω - ω2)IT 2 and is approximately equal to UV
md

, and U1 is approximately equal to

At least one of the first and second resonator structures comprises a capacitively

loaded loop or coil of at least one of a conducting wire, a conducting Litz wire, and a

conducting ribbon. The characteristic size of said loop or coil is less than 30 cm and the

width of said conducting wire or Litz wire or ribbon is less than 2cm. The characteristic

size of said loop or coil is less than Im and the width of said conducting wire or Litz wire

or ribbon is less than 2cm.

The apparatus further includes a feedback mechanism for maintaining the

resonant frequency of one or more of the resonant objects. The feedback mechanism

comprises an oscillator with a fixed driving frequency and is configured to adjust the

resonant frequency of the one or more resonant objects to be detuned by a fixed amount

with respect to the fixed frequency.

In an aspect, an apparatus for use in wireless energy transfer includes a first

resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator structure over a

distance D . The energy transfer is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant

field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure,



with a coupling factor k . The resonant field of the first resonator structure has a

resonance angular frequency ω , a resonance frequency-width F1 , and a resonance

quality factor Q1 = ω 12F1 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation

quality factor Q 1md > Q 1 , and the resonant field of the second resonator structure has a

resonance angular frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F 2 , and a resonance

quality factor Q2 = ω2 /2T 2 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation

quality factor Q2 rad
≥ Q2 . An absolute value of a difference of said angular frequencies

ω and ω2 is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and F2 , and an average

resonant angular frequency is defined as ωo = J u)1U)2 , corresponding to an average

resonant wavelength A0 = 2πc I ωo , where c is the speed of light in free space, and a

strong-coupling factor is defined as U = k Q Q 2 . The apparatus is configured to employ

interference between said radiative far fields of the resonant fields of the first and second

resonator, with an interference factor Vmd , to increase efficiency of energy transfer for the

apparatus compared to efficiency for the apparatus in the absence of interference, the

strong-interference factor being defined as V = Vmd Q1 1 Q1 md )[Q 2 I Q 2 ) .

The following are examples within the scope of this aspect.

The apparatus has Q 1 1 Q d > 0.05 and Q2 1 Q2>md ≥ 0.05 . The apparatus has

Q1 1 Q1 > 0.5 and Q 2 1 Q
2 τΛ > 0.5 . The apparatus has D I A0 larger than 0.01 and the

strong-interference factor V is larger than 0.05. The apparatus has D I A0 larger than 0.01

and the strong-interference factor V is larger than 0.5. The apparatus further includes the

second resonator structure.

During operation, a power generator is coupled to one of the first and second

resonant structure, with a coupling rate K , and is configured to drive the resonator

structure, to which it is coupled, at a driving frequency/ corresponding to a driving

angular frequency ω = 2 π f , wherein U g is defined as κg I F1 , if the power generator is

coupled to the first resonator structure and defined as κg I T 2 , if the power generator is

coupled to the second resonator structure. The driving frequency is different from the



resonance frequencies of the first and second resonator structures and is closer to a

frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode of the system of the two resonator

structures, wherein the detuning of the first resonator from the driving frequency is

defined as D1 = ω 1)IT 1 and the detuning of the second resonator structure from the

driving frequency is defined as D2 =( - ω2) / T2 .

D1 is approximately equal to UV and D2 is approximately equal to UV . U is

chosen to maximize the energy-transfer efficiency. Ug is approximately equal to

(l + / 2)(l-F 2) . /is at least larger than 100 kHz and smaller than 500MHz. /is at

least larger than IMHz and smaller than 50MHz. The apparatus further includes the

power generator.

During operation, a power load is coupled to the resonant structure to which the

power generator is not coupled, with a coupling rate 1, and is configured to receive from

the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, a usable power, wherein U1 is defined as

1IT , if the power load is coupled to the first resonator structure and defined as 1IT2,

if the power load is coupled to the second resonator structure. U1 is chosen to maximize

the energy-transfer efficiency. The driving frequency is different from the resonance

frequencies of the first and second resonator structures and is closer to a frequency

corresponding to an odd normal mode of the system of the two resonator structures,

wherein the detuning of the first resonator from the driving frequency is defined as

D1 ={ω a\)lT and is approximately equal to UV , and the detuning of the second

resonator structure from the driving frequency is defined as D2 ={ω 2)IT 2 and is

approximately equal to UV , and U1 is approximately equal to (l+U2Ml - V2) .

At least one of the first and second resonator structures comprises a capacitively

loaded loop or coil of at least one of a conducting wire, a conducting Litz wire, and a

conducting ribbon. The characteristic size of said loop or coil is less than 30 cm and the

width of said conducting wire or Litz wire or ribbon is less than 2cm. The characteristic

size of said loop or coil is less than Im and the width of said conducting wire or Litz wire



or ribbon is less than 2cm. The apparatus includes a feedback mechanism for

maintaining the resonant frequency of one or more of the resonant objects. The feedback

mechanism comprises an oscillator with a fixed driving frequency and is configured to

adjust the resonant frequency of the one or more resonant objects to be detuned by a fixed

amount with respect to the fixed frequency. The feedback mechanism is configured to

monitor an efficiency of the energy transfer, and adjust the resonant frequency of the one

or more resonant objects to maximize the efficiency. The resonance angular frequencies

for the resonator structures are selected to optimize the energy-transfer efficiency by

accounting for both the strong-coupling factor U and the strong-interference interference

factor V.

In an aspect, a method for wireless energy transfer includes providing a first

resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator structure over a

distance D, wherein the energy transfer is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a

resonant field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator

structure, with a coupling factor k, wherein said resonant field of the first resonator

structure has a resonance angular frequency ω , a resonance frequency-width F1, and a

resonance quality factor Q1 = 112F1, and is radiative in the far field, with an associated

radiation quality factor Q1rad
≥ Q1, and resonant field of the second resonator structure

has a resonance angular frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F2 , and a resonance

quality factor Q2 =ω2 /2T 2 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation

quality factor Q2 rad
≥ Q2 , wherein an absolute value of a difference of said angular

frequencies ω and ω2 is smaller than broader of said resonant widths F1 and F2 , and an

average resonant angular frequency is defined as ωo = ωxω2 , corresponding to an

average resonant wavelength =2πc I ωo , where c is the speed of light in free space,

and the strong-coupling factor is defined as U =k Q Q2 , and employing interference

between said radiative far fields of the resonant fields of the first and second resonator,

with an interference factor V
md

, to reduce a total amount of radiation from the first and

second resonator compared to an amount of radiation from the first and second resonator

in the absence of interference, a strong-interference factor being defined as



V =V (Q11Q1 )(Q2 1Q2 ) .

The following are examples within the scope of this aspect.

The method has Q11Q1rad
≥ 0.01 and Q2 1Q2 rad

≥ 0.01 . During operation, a power

generator is coupled to one of the first and second resonant structure and is configured to

drive the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, at a driving frequency/

corresponding to a driving angular frequency ω =2πf , wherein the driving

frequency is different from the resonance frequencies of the first and second resonator

structures and is closer to a frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode of the

system of the two resonator structures. During operation, a power load is coupled to the

resonant structure to which the power generator is not coupled and is configured to

receive from the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, a usable power.

In an aspect, a method for wireless energy transfer includes providing a first resonator

structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator structure over a distance

D, wherein the energy transfer is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant field

of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure, with

a coupling factor k, wherein said resonant field of the first resonator structure has a

resonance angular frequency a\ , a resonance frequency-width F1 , and a resonance

quality factor Q1 =ω 12F1 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation

quality factor Q1rad
> Q1 , and said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a

resonance angular frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F 2 , and a resonance

quality factor Q2 =ω2 /2T 2 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation

quality factor Q2 rad
≥ Q2 , wherein an absolute value of the difference of said angular

frequencies α\ and ω2 is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and F 2 ,and

an average resonant angular frequency is defined as ωo = ωxω2 , corresponding to an

average resonant wavelength X =2πc I ωo , where c is the speed of light in free space,

and the strong-coupling factor is defined as U = Q Q2 , and employing interference

between said radiative far fields of the resonant fields of the first and second resonator,

with an interference factor V
md

, to increase efficiency of energy transfer between the first



and second resonator compared to efficiency of energy transfer between the first and

second resonator in the absence of interference, a strong-interference factor being defined

The following are examples within the scope of this aspect.

The method has Q11Q
d

>0.05 and Q2 1Q2 >0.05 . During operation, a

power generator is coupled to one of the first and second resonant structure and is

configured to drive the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, at a driving frequency

f , corresponding to a driving angular frequency ω =2πf , wherein the driving

frequency is different from the resonance frequencies of the first and second resonator

structures and is closer to a frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode of the

system of the two resonator structures. During operation, a power load is coupled to the

resonant structure to which the power generator is not coupled and is configured to

receive from the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, a usable power. The

resonance angular frequencies for the resonator structures are selected to optimize the

energy-transfer efficiency by accounting for both the strong-coupling factor U and the

strong-interference interference factor V.

Various examples may include any of the above features, alone or in combination.

Other features, objects, and advantages of the disclosure will be apparent from the

following detailed description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of an example wireless energy transfer scheme.

Figs. 2(a)-(b) show the efficiency of power transmission ηF for (a) U =I and (b)

U =3 , as a function of the frequency detuning D and for different values of the loading

rate U .

Fig. 2(c) shows the optimal (for zero detuning and under conditions of impedance

matching) efficiency for energy transfer ηE, and power transmission ηF, , as a function of

the coupling-to-loss figure-of-merit U .

Fig. 3 shows an example of a self-resonant conducting-wire coil.



Fig. 4 shows an example of a wireless energy transfer scheme featuring two self-

resonant conducting-wire coils

Fig. 5 is a schematic of an experimental system demonstrating wireless energy

transfer.

Fig. 6 shows a comparison between experimental and theoretical results for the

coupling rate of the system shown schematically in Fig. 5 .

Fig. 7 shows a comparison between experimental and theoretical results for the

strong-coupling factor of the system shown schematically in Fig. 5 .

Fig. 8 shows a comparison between experimental and theoretical results for the

power-transmission efficiency of the system shown schematically in Fig. 5 .

Fig. 9 shows an example of a capacitively loaded conducting-wire coil, and

illustrates the surrounding field.

Fig. 10 shows an example wireless energy transfer scheme featuring two

capacitively loaded conducting-wire coils, and illustrates the surrounding field.

Fig. 11 illustrates an example circuit model for wireless energy transfer.

Fig. 12 shows the efficiency, total (loaded) device Q, and source and device

currents, voltages and radiated powers (normalized to lWatt of output power to the load)

as functions of the resonant frequency, for a particular choice of source and device loop

dimensions, wp andN s and different choices of Nd=l,2,3,4,5,6,10 (red, green, blue,

magenta, yellow, cyan, black respectively).

Fig. 13 shows the efficiency, total (loaded) device Q, and source and device

currents, voltages and radiated powers (normalized to lWatt of output power to the load)

as functions of frequency and wp for a particular choice of source and device loop

dimensions, and number of turns Ns and Nd.

Fig. 14 shows an example of an inductively-loaded conducting-wire coil.

Fig. 15 shows (a) an example of a resonant dielectric disk, and illustrates the

surrounding field and (b) a wireless energy transfer scheme featuring two resonant

dielectric disks, and illustrates the surrounding field.

Figs. 16(a)-(b) show the efficiency of power transmission ηp for (a) U = 1, V =

0.5 and (b) U = 3, V = 0.5, as a function of the frequency detuning Do and for different

values of the loading rate U0. (The dotted lines show, for comparison, the results when



there is no interference, as shown in Fig.2(a)-(b).) and Figs. 16(c)-(d) show the optimal

(for optimal detuning and under conditions of impedance matching) efficiency for energy

transfer (only in (c)) and power transmission, as a function of the strong-coupling factor

U and the strong-interference factor V.

Fig. 17 shows coupled-mode theory (CMT) results for (a) the coupling factor k

and (b) the strong-coupling factor f/as a function of the relative distance D/r between

two identical capacitively-loaded conducting single-turn loops, for three different

dimensions of the loops. Note that, for conducting material, copper ( σ =5.998407S/m)

was used.

Fig. 18 shows AT results for the interference factor V
md

as a function of the

distance D (normalized to the wavelength λ ) between two capacitively-loaded

conducting loops.

Fig. 19 shows CMT results for the strong-coupling factor U and AT results for

the interference factor VτΛ and strong-interference factor V as a function of the resonant

eigenfrequency of two identical capacitively-loaded conducting single-turn loops with

r =30cm and a =2cm , at a relative distance DIr =S between them. Note that, for

conducting material, copper ( σ =5.998407S/m ) was used.

Fig. 20 shows the power-transmission efficiency as a function of the resonant

eigenfrequency of two identical capacitively-loaded conducting single-turn loops. Results

for two different loop dimensions are shown and for two relative distances between the

identical loops. For each loops dimension and distance, four different cases are examined:

without far-field interference (dotted), with far-field interference but no driving-

frequency detuning (dashed) and with driving-frequency detuning to maximize either the

efficiency (solid) or the ratio of efficiency over radiation (dash-dotted).

Fig. 2 1 shows the driving-frequency detunings required in the presence of far-

field interference as a function of the resonant eigenfrequency of two identical

capacitively-loaded conducting single-turn loops of Fig. 20 to maximize either the

efficiency (solid) or the ratio of efficiency over radiation (dash-dotted).

Fig. 22(a) shows the resonant eigenfrequencies f υ and f Α, where the strong-

coupling factor U and the power-transmission efficiency η peak respectively, as a



function of the relative distance DIr between two identical loops with r =30cm and

a =2cm .

Fig. 22(b) illustrates the strong-coupling factor U and the strong-interference

factor V as a curve in the U - V plane, parametrized with the relative distance DIr

between the two loops, for the cases with interference and eigenfrequency f (solid),

with interference and eigenfrequency f υ (dashed), and without interference and

eigenfrequency f υ (dotted).

Fig. 22(c) shows the efficiency enhancement ratio of the solid curve in Fig. 22(b)

relative to the dashed and dotted curves in Fig. 22(b).

Fig. 23 shows the radiation efficiency as a function of the resonant

eigenfrequency of two identical capacitively-loaded conducting single-turn loops. Results

for two different loop dimensions are shown and for two relative distances between the

identical loops. For each loops dimension and distance, four different cases are examined:

without far-field interference (dotted), with far-field interference but no driving-

frequency detuning (dashed) and with driving-frequency detuning to maximize either the

efficiency (solid) or the ratio of efficiency over radiation (dash-dotted).

Fig. 24 shows CMT results for (a) the coupling factor k and (b) the strong-

coupling factor U , for three different m values of subwavelength resonant modes of two

same dielectric disks at distance DIr =S (and also a couple more distances for m =2 ),

when varying their e in the range 250 ≥ e ≥ 35 . Note that disk-material loss-tangent

tan δ =640 6e- 24O was used (c) Relative U error between CMT and numerical

FEFD calculations of part (b).

Fig. 25 shows Antenna Theory (AT) results for (a) the normalized interference

term 2Λ / and (b) magnitude of the strong-interference factor V , as a function of

frequency, for the exact same parameters as in Fig.24. (c) Relative V error between AT

and numerical FEFD calculations of part (b).

Fig. 26 shows results for the overall power transmission as a function of

frequency, for the same set of resonant modes and distances as in Figs.24 and 25, based

on the predictions including interference (solid lines) and without interference, just from

U (dotted lines).



Fig. 27 (a) shows the frequencies f v and / η , where the strong-coupling factor U

and the power-transmission efficiency η are respectively maximized, as a function of the

transfer distance between the m =2 disks of Fig. 15. Fig. 27(b) shows the efficiencies

achieved at the frequencies of (a) and, in inset, the enhancement ratio of the optimal (by

definition) efficiency for f versus the achievable efficiency at f υ . Fig. 27(c) shows the

D -parametrized path of the transmission efficiency for the frequency choices of (a) on

the U - V efficiency map.

Fig. 28 shows results for the radiation efficiency as a function of the transfer

distance at resonant frequency f υ , when the operating frequency is detuned (solid line),

when it is not (dashed line), and when there is no interference whatsoever (dotted line). In

the inset, we show the corresponding radiation suppression factors.

Figs. 29(a)-(b) show schematics for frequency control mechanisms.

Figs. 30(a)-(c) illustrate a wireless energy transfer scheme using two dielectric

disks in the presence of various extraneous objects.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

1. Efficient energy-transfer by 'strongly coupled' resonances

Fig. 1 shows a schematic that generally describes one example of the invention, in

which energy is transferred wirelessly between two resonant objects. Referring to Fig. 1,

energy is transferred, over a distance D , between a resonant source object having a

characteristic size rx and a resonant device object of characteristic size r2 . Both objects

are resonant objects. The wireless non-radiative energy transfer is performed using the

field (e.g. the electromagnetic field or acoustic field) of the system of two resonant

objects.

The characteristic size of an object can be regarded as being equal to the radius of

the smallest sphere which can fit around the entire object. The characteristic thickness of

an object can be regarded as being, when placed on a flat surface in any arbitrary

configuration, the smallest possible height of the highest point of the object above a flat

surface. The characteristic width of an object can be regarded as being the radius of the



smallest possible circle that the object can pass through while traveling in a straight line.

For example, the characteristic width of a cylindrical object is the radius of the cylinder.

It is to be understood that while two resonant objects are shown in the example of

Fig. 1, and in many of the examples below, other examples can feature three or more

resonant objects. For example, in some examples, a single source object can transfer

energy to multiple device objects. In some examples, energy can be transferred from a

first resonant object to a second resonant object, and then from the second resonant object

to a third resonant object, and so forth.

Initially, we present a theoretical framework for understanding non-radiative

wireless energy transfer. Note however that it is to be understood that the scope of the

invention is not bound by theory.

Different temporal schemes can be employed, depending on the application, to

transfer energy between two resonant objects. Here we will consider two particularly

simple but important schemes: a one-time finite-amount energy-transfer scheme and a

continuous finite-rate energy-transfer (power) scheme.

1.1 Finite-amount energy-transfer efficiency

Let the source and device objects be 1, 2 respectively and their resonance

eigemodes, which we will use for the energy exchange, have angular frequencies o 2 ,

frequency-widths due to intrinsic (absorption, radiation etc.) losses F12 and (generally)

vector fields F12 (r) , normalized to unity energy. Once the two resonant objects are

brought in proximity, they can interact and an appropriate analytical framework for

modeling this resonant interaction is that of the well-known coupled-mode theory (CMT).

In this picture, the field of the system of the two resonant objects 1, 2 can be

approximated by F(r, t ) =a (V)F1(r) + α2 (V)F2 (r), where al 2 (t) are the field

amplitudes, with al 2 (V)I equal to the energy stored inside the object 1, 2 respectively,

due to the normalization. Then, using e 'ωt time dependence, the field amplitudes can be

shown to satisfy, to lowest order:



- 1(t) =-i(a\ -IT 1 a1{t) iκn a (t) +iκl2a2 (t)

d (1)
— a2 (t) =-i( ω2 -iT 2) a2 {t) +iκ2la {t) +iκ

22
a2 ( t)

where κn 22
are the shifts in each object's frequency due to the presence of the other,

which are a second-order correction and can be absorbed into the eigenfrequencies by

setting ωx2 —>ωx2 + Kn 22
, and Kn 2 1

are the coupling coefficients, which from the

reciprocity requirement of the system must satisfy K
2 1

=κl2 ≡ κ .

The normal modes of the combined system are found, by substituting

[Ci1Xt), α2 (t)] = [A 1,A2]e ~ ιω t , to have complex frequencies

O)+ (2)

whose splitting we denote as δE ≡ ώ+ —ω_. Note that, at exact resonance ω = ω2 and

for F1 = T2 , we get δE = 2κ.

Assume now that at time t = 0 the source object 1 has finite energy Ia 1 (O)I 2 , while

the device object has \a2 (0) |2 = 0 . Since the objects are coupled, energy will be

transferred from 1 to 2 . With these initial conditions, Eqs.(l) can be solved, predicting

the evolution of the device field-amplitude to be

The energy-transfer efficiency will be ηE ≡ Ia 2 Ct)I 2ZIa1 (O)I 2 . Note that, at exact

resonance ω = ω2 and in the special case F1 = F2 ≡ F0 , Eq.(3) can be written as

where T ≡ F0 1 and U = K/ Y0 .

<



In some examples, the system designer can adjust the duration of the coupling t at

will. In some examples, the duration t can be adjusted to maximize the device energy

(and thus efficiency ηE) . Then, in the special case F1 = F2 = F0 , it can be inferred from

Eq.(4) that ηE is maximized for

τ = t u (5)

resulting in an optimal energy-transfer efficiency

which is only a function of the coupling-to-loss ratio U = K/ T0 and tends to unity when

U » 1, as depicted in Fig.2(c). In general, also for F1 ≠ T2 , the energy transfer is nearly

perfect, when the coupling rate is much faster than all loss rates (KfT1 2 » 1).

In a real wireless energy-transfer system, the source object can be connected to a

power generator (not shown in Fig. 1), and the device object can be connected to a power

consuming load (e.g. a resistor, a battery, an actual device, not shown in Fig.l). The

generator will supply the energy to the source object, the energy will be transferred

wirelessly and non-radiatively from the source object to the device object, and the load

will consume the energy from the device object. To incorporate such supply and

consumption mechanisms into this temporal scheme, in some examples, one can imagine

that the generator is very briefly but very strongly coupled to the source at time t = 0 to

almost instantaneously provide the energy, and the load is similarly very briefly but very

strongly coupled to the device at the optimal time t = t to almost instantaneously drain

the energy. For a constant powering mechanism, at time t = t also the generator can

again be coupled to the source to feed a new amount of energy, and this process can be

repeated periodically with a period t .

1.2 Finite-rate energy-transfer (power-transmission) efficiency

Let the generator be continuously supplying energy to the source object 1 at a rate

K1 and the load continuously draining energy from the device object 2 at a rate K2 . Field

amplitudes ± 1 2 ' are then defined, so that ± 1 2
' is equal to the power ingoing to



(for the + sign) or outgoing from (for the - sign) the object 1, 2 respectively, and the CMT

equations are modified to

— aι (ή =-i( ωι - ιT ι)a (ή +iκn a (t) +iκl2a2 (ή - κιaι (ή + β κr
ιs ι (t)

at

— a2 (t) =-i( ω2 -iT 2)a2 (t) +iκ2 a (t) +iκ
22

a2{t)- κ2a2 (t)

s _ι (t) = 2 ιaι (t)-s +ι (t)

s_2 (t) = 2κ2a2 (t)

where again we can set ω1 2 →ω
1 2

+ 11,22 and K21 = K12 ≡ K.

Assume now that the excitation is at a fixed frequency ω, namely has the form

s+1 (t) = S+I e~ ιω t . Then the response of the linear system will be at the same frequency,

namely a1 2 (t) = A
1 2

e ~ ιω t and s_1 2 (t) = S_
1 2

e ~ ιω t . By substituting these into Eqs.(7),

using 1 2 ≡ ω —ω1 2 , and solving the system, we find the field-amplitude transmitted to

the load (S21 scattering-matrix element)

and the field-amplitude reflected to the generator (S11 scattering-matrix element)

o _ S-i _ (F i i - i ) ( r 2 2 - iδ2 ) κ 2
O11 = —

S
+

( 1+ x - iδx)(r 2 +K2 - iδ2)+K2

_ (\-U l -iD l )(\ +U2 -iD 2) +U2

(\ +Uλ-iD λ)(\ +U2 -iD 2)+U2

where D1 2 ≡ 1 2/ F1 2 , U1 2 ≡ K1 2 / Y1 2 and U ≡ Similarly, the scattering-

matrix elementsS12 , S22 are given by interchanging 1 2 in Eqs.(8),(9) and, as expected

from reciprocity, S21 = S12 . The coefficients for power transmission (efficiency) and

reflection and loss are respectively ηP ≡ \S21 \2 = |S_2 |2/|S + 1 |2 and IS11 I2 =

IS I2ZIS+1 I2 and 1 - |S21 |2 - IS11 I2 = (2FjA 1I2 + 2r2 |A2 |2)/|S +1 |2 .

In practice, in some implementations, the parameters D1 2 , U1 2 can be designed

(engineered), since one can adjust the resonant frequencies ω1 2 (compared to the desired



operating frequency ω) and the generator/load supply/drain rates K1 . Their choice can

target the optimization of some system performance-characteristic of interest:

In some examples, a goal can be to maximize the power transmission (efficiency)

V P = of the system, so one would require

Since S 2 1 (from Eq.(8)) is symmetric upon interchanging 1 < 2 , the optimal

values for D 1 2 (determined by Eqs.(lO)) will be equal, namely D 1 = D 2 ≡ D 0 , and

similarly U 1 = U 2 ≡ U 0 . Then,

9 1
_
-

2iUU

( l + U 0 -iD 0 ) + U 2 (H)

and from the condition ηP' D 0 ) = 0 we get that, for fixed values of U and U 0 , the

efficiency can be maximized for the following values of the symmetric detuning

D = ± u 2 -(i+u o )2 , if u>\+u

0, if U ≤ l + U 0 ' (12)

which, in the case U > 1 + U 0 , can be rewritten for the two frequencies at which the

efficiency peaks as

whose splitting we denote as δP ≡ ώ+ — ω_ . Note that, at exact resonance ω1 = ω2 , and

for F1 = F2 ≡ F0 and K1 = K2 ≡ K0 , we get δP = 2 -J κ2 — (F0 + K0)2 < δE , namely the

transmission-peak splitting is smaller than the normal-mode splitting. Then, by

substituting D0 into ηP from Eq.(12), from the condition ηP' U 0 ) = 0 we get that, for

fixed value of U , the efficiency can be maximized for

which is known as 'critical coupling' condition, whereas for U 0 < U 0 the system is

called 'undercoupled' and for U 0 > U 0 it is called 'overcoupled'. The dependence of

the efficiency on the frequency detuning D0 for different values of U 0 (including the



'critical-coupling' condition) are shown in Fig. 2(a,b). The overall optimal power

efficiency using Eqs.(14) is

which is again only a function of the coupling-to-loss ratio U = tends to

unity when U » 1, as depicted in Fig. 2(c).

In some examples, a goal can be to minimize the power reflection at the side of

the generator IS11 I2 and the load \S22 12 , so one would then need

S1 22
= 0 = > ( 1+ C 1 - /D1) ( 1± U2 - iD2) + U2 =0,

(16)

The equations above present 'impedance matching' conditions. Again, the set of

these conditions is symmetric upon interchanging 1 < 2, so, by substituting D1 = D2 ≡

D0 and U1 = U2 ≡ U0 into Eqs.(16), we get

from which we easily find that the values of D0 and U0 that cancel all reflections are

again exactly those in Eqs.(14).

It can be seen that, for this particular problem, the two goals and their associated

sets of conditions (Eqs.(lO) and Eqs.(16)) result in the same optimized values of the intra-

source and intra-device parameters D1 2 , U1 2 . Note that for a lossless system this would

be an immediate consequence of power conservation (Hermiticity of the scattering

matrix), but this is not apparent for a lossy system.

Accordingly, for any temporal energy-transfer scheme, once the parameters

specific only to the source or to the device (such as their resonant frequencies and their

excitation or loading rates respectively) have been optimally designed, the efficiency

monotonically increases with the ratio of the source-device coupling-rate to their loss

rates. Using the definition of a resonance quality factor Q = ω/2Y and defining by

analogy the coupling factor k ≡ 1/Q K ≡ 2 / / 1ω2 , it is therefore exactly this ratio



that has been set as a fϊgure-of-merit for any system under consideration for wireless

energy-transfer, along with the distance over which this ratio can be achieved (clearly, U

will be a decreasing function of distance). The desired optimal regime U > 1 is called

'strong-coupling' regime and it is a necessary and sufficient condition for efficient

energy-transfer. In particular, for U > 1 we get, from Eq.(15), ηP > 17%, large enough

for practical applications. The fϊgure-of-merit U is called the strong-coupling factor. We

will further show how to design systems with a large strong-coupling factor.

To achieve a large strong-coupling factor U, in some examples, the energy-

transfer application preferably uses resonant modes of high quality factors Q,

corresponding to low (i.e. slow) intrinsic-loss rates F. This condition can be satisfied by

designing resonant modes where all loss mechanisms, typically radiation and absorption,

are sufficiently suppressed.

This suggests that the coupling be implemented using, not the lossy radiative far-

field, which should rather be suppressed, but the evanescent (non-lossy) stationary near-

field. To implement an energy-transfer scheme, usually more appropriate are finite

objects, namely ones that are topologically surrounded everywhere by air, into where the

near field extends to achieve the coupling. Objects of finite extent do not generally

support electromagnetic states that are exponentially decaying in all directions in air

away from the objects, since Maxwell's Equations in free space imply that k 2= ω2Ic2 ,

where k is the wave vector, ω the angular frequency, and c the speed of light, because of

which one can show that such finite objects cannot support states of infinite Q, rather

there always is some amount of radiation. However, very long-lived (so-called "high- ")

states can be found, whose tails display the needed exponential or exponential-like decay

away from the resonant object over long enough distances before they turn oscillatory

(radiative). The limiting surface, where this change in the field behavior happens, is

called the "radiation caustic", and, for the wireless energy-transfer scheme to be based on

the near field rather than the far/radiation field, the distance between the coupled objects

must be such that one lies within the radiation caustic of the other. One typical way of

achieving a high radiation- ( rad ) i to design subwavelength resonant objects. When



the size of an object is much smaller than the wavelength of radiation in free space, its

electromagnetic field couples to radiation very weakly. Since the extent of the near-field

into the area surrounding a finite-sized resonant object is set typically by the wavelength,

in some examples, resonant objects of subwavelength size have significantly longer

evanescent field-tails. In other words, the radiation caustic is pushed far away from the

object, so the electromagnetic mode enters the radiative regime only with a small

amplitude.

Moreover, most realistic materials exhibit some nonzero amount of absorption,

which can be frequency dependent, and thus cannot support states of infinite Q, rather

there always is some amount of absorption. However, very long-lived ("high- ") states

can be found, where electromagnetic modal energy is only weakly dissipated. Some

typical ways of achieving a high absorption- ( abs ) i o use materials which exhibit

very small absorption at the resonant frequency and/or to shape the field to be localized

more inside the least lossy materials.

Furthermore, to achieve a large strong-coupling factor U, in some examples, the

energy-transfer application preferably uses systems that achieve a high coupling factor k ,

corresponding to strong (i.e. fast) coupling rate K, over distances larger than the

characteristic sizes of the objects.

Since finite-sized subwavelength resonant objects can often be accompanied with

a high Q , as was discussed above and will be seen in examples later on, such an object

will typically be the appropriate choice for the possibly-mobile resonant device-object.

In these cases, the electromagnetic field is, in some examples, of quasi-static nature and

the distance, up to which sufficient coupling can be achieved, is dictated by the decay-

law of this quasi-static field.

Note, though, that in some examples, the resonant source-object will be immobile

and thus less restricted in its allowed geometry and size. It can be therefore chosen large

enough that the near-field extent is not limited by the wavelength, and can thus have

nearly infinite radiation- . Some objects of nearly infinite extent, such as dielectric

waveguides, can support guided modes, whose evanescent tails are decaying

exponentially in the direction away from the object, slowly if tuned close to cutoff,



therefore a good coupling can also be achieved over distances quite a few times larger

than a characteristic size of the source- and/or device-object.

2 'Strongly-coupled' resonances at mid-range distances for realistic systems

In the following, examples of systems suitable for energy transfer of the type

described above are described. We will demonstrate how to compute the CMT

parameters ω1 2 , Q1>2 and k described above and how to choose or design these

parameters for particular examples in order to produce a desirable fϊ gure-of-merit

U = K J Y1 Y2 = J Q1 Q2 at a desired distance D. In some examples, this fϊgure-of-merit

is maximized when ω1 2 are tuned close to a particular angular frequency ωυ .

2.1 Self-resonant conducting coils

In some examples, one or more of the resonant objects are self-resonant conducting

coils. Referring to Fig. 3, a conducting wire of length 1and cross-sectional radius a is

wound into a helical coil of radius r and height h (namely with JV = V/2 - h2 / 2τrr

number of turns), surrounded by air. As described below, the wire has distributed

inductance and distributed capacitance, and therefore it supports a resonant mode of

angular frequency ω . The nature of the resonance lies in the periodic exchange of energy

from the electric field within the capacitance of the coil, due to the charge distribution

' across it, to the magnetic field in free space, due to the current distribution ' in

the wire. In particular, the charge conservation equation ιω P implies that: (i) this

periodic exchange is accompanied by a π / 2 phase-shift between the current and the

charge density profiles, namely the energy W contained in the coil is at certain points in

time completely due to the current and at other points in time completely due to the

charge, and (ii) if 1 ' and ' are respectively the linear charge and current densities

in t1he wire, w1here xv runs a1long t1he wi-re, n = Tl \> P l (vx ) \| i.s t.he maxi.mum amount oir.

positive charge accumulated in one side of the coil (where an equal amount of negative

charge always also accumulates in the other side to make the system neutral) and

/o =max{|/(x)|}
n > is the maximum positive value of the linear current distribution, then



o ω <i o Then, one can define an effective total inductance L and an effective total

capacitance C of the coil through the amount of energy W inside its resonant mode:

W ≡ -llL >L = µoj jj dxdxJtø-iM
4πl X - X

(19)

where ° and ° are the magnetic permeability and electric permittivity of free space.

With these definitions, the resonant angular frequency and the effective

impedance can be given by the formulas ω ' and ' respectively.

Losses in this resonant system consist of ohmic (material absorption) loss inside

the wire and radiative loss into free space. One can again define a total absorption

resistance R
12

from the amount of power absorbed inside the wire and a total radiation

resistance Rra from the amount of power radiated due to electric- and magnetic-dipole

radiation:

= —TT2
RR , - R a. b,s -/ - __-__.- (21)

C 2πa /
1 O

2

where c = 1/ J µoεo and 0 = S µ εo are the light velocity and light impedance in free

space, the impedance ζc is ζc = 1/ σδ = ] µoω / 2σ with σ the conductivity of the

conductor and δ the skin depth at the frequency ω , I ms = , p = \ dx xpi {x)

is the electric-dipole moment of the coil and m = r x j(x) is the magnetic-dipole

moment of the coil. For the radiation resistance formula Eq.(22), the assumption of

operation in the quasi-static regime (h,r < λ =2πc I ω ) has been used, which is the

desired regime of a subwavelength resonance. With these definitions, the absorption and



radiation quality factors of the resonance are given by Qa s =Z I Rabs and

Qrad =z I R
rad respectively.

From Eq.(19)-(22) it follows that to determine the resonance parameters one

simply needs to know the current distribution j in the resonant coil. Solving Maxwell's

equations to rigorously find the current distribution of the resonant electromagnetic

eigenmode of a conducting-wire coil is more involved than, for example, of a standard

LC circuit, and we can find no exact solutions in the literature for coils of finite length,

making an exact solution difficult. One could in principle write down an elaborate

transmission-line-like model, and solve it by brute force. We instead present a model that

is (as described below) in good agreement (-5%) with experiment. Observing that the

finite extent of the conductor forming each coil imposes the boundary condition that the

current has to be zero at the ends of the coil, since no current can leave the wire, we

assume that the resonant mode of each coil is well approximated by a sinusoidal current

profile along the length of the conducting wire. We shall be interested in the lowest

mode, so if we denote by x the coordinate along the conductor, such that it runs from

-112 to +112 , then the current amplitude profile would have the form

/(JC) = / 0 cos(;rx//) , where we have assumed that the current does not vary significantly

along the wire circumference for a particular x , a valid assumption provided a < r . It

immediately follows from the continuity equation for charge that the linear charge

density profile should be of the form p (x) = p0 sin(;rx//) , and thus

rill I
qo = \ dxpo sin {πx 17 ) = pj Iπ . Using these sinusoidal profiles we find the so-called

"self-inductance" Ls and "self-capacitance" Cs of the coil by computing numerically the

integrals Eq.(19) and (20); the associated frequency and effective impedance are ωs and

Zs respectively. The "self-resistances" Rs are given analytically by Eq. (21) and (22)

usin g 1L = and



, and therefore the

associated Qs factors can be calculated.

The results for two examples of resonant coils with subwavelength modes of

, / r > 70 (i.e. those highly suitable for near-field coupling and well within the quasi-

static limit) are presented in Table 1. Numerical results are shown for the wavelength

and absorption, radiation and total loss rates, for the two different cases of

subwavelength-coil resonant modes. Note that, for conducting material, copper

(σ=5.998 10Λ-7 S/m) was used. It can be seen that expected quality factors at microwave

frequencies are Qs abs > 1000 and Qs rad > 5000 .

Table 1

Referring to Fig. 4, in some examples, energy is transferred between two self-

resonant conducting-wire coils. The electric and magnetic fields are used to couple the

different resonant conducting-wire coils at a distance D between their centers. Usually,

the electric coupling highly dominates over the magnetic coupling in the system under

consideration for coils with h 2r and, oppositely, the magnetic coupling highly

dominates over the electric coupling for coils with h <sc 2r . Defining the charge and

current distributions of two coils 1,2 respectively as p 2 (x) and J12 (x ) ' total charges

and peak currents respectively as qx 2 and Ix 2 , and capacitances and inductances

respectively as C12 and L12 , which are the analogs of p(x) , j(x) , qo , I0 , C and L

for the single-coil case and are therefore well defined, we can define their mutual

capacitance and inductance through the total energy:



W≡ W +W2 +UqIq2 +q2ql )/M c + l I2 +i;il )Ml

ΛIMC = - \\dxdx AW W u, ML = o

πεoq q2
JJ X - X AnI 1L

JJ dxdx -J2( ') M, (23)
X - X

where 1 1
2 / C1 1

2
1, W2 =- q2

2 / C2 = I2
2L2 and the retardation factor of

u =expii ω x-x' Ic \ inside the integral can been ignored in the quasi-static regime

D <sc λ of interest, where each coil is within the near field of the other. With this

definition, the coupling factor is given by k = C1C2 IM c +ML I - L1L2 .

Therefore, to calculate the coupling rate between two self-resonant coils, again

the current profiles are needed and, by using again the assumed sinusoidal current

profiles, we compute numerically from Eq.(23) the mutual capacitance M c s and

inductance ML s between two self-resonant coils at a distance D between their centers,

and thus k = 1/QK is also determined.

Table 2

Referring to Table 2, relevant parameters are shown for exemplary examples

featuring pairs or identical self resonant coils. Numerical results are presented for the

average wavelength and loss rates of the two normal modes (individual values not

shown), and also the coupling rate and figure-of-merit as a function of the coupling

distance D, for the two cases of modes presented in Table 1. It can be seen that for



medium distances D / r = 10 - 3 the expected coupling-to-loss ratios are in the range

U 2 - 70 .

2.1.1 Experimental Results

An experimental realization of an example of the above described system for

wireless energy transfer consists of two self-resonant coils of the type described above,

one of which (the source coil) is coupled inductively to an oscillating circuit, and the

second (the device coil) is coupled inductively to a resistive load, as shown schematically

in Fig. 5 . Referring to Fig. 5, A is a single copper loop of radius 25cm that is part of the

driving circuit, which outputs a sine wave with frequency 9.9MHz. s and d are

respectively the source and device coils referred to in the text. B is a loop of wire

attached to the load ("light-bulb"). The various K 'S represent direct couplings between

the objects. The angle between coil d and the loop A is adjusted so that their direct

coupling is zero, while coils s and d are aligned coaxially. The direct coupling between

B and A and between B and s is negligible.

The parameters for the two identical helical coils built for the experimental

validation of the power transfer scheme were h = 20 cm, a =3 mm, r =30 cm and

N = 5.25 . Both coils are made of copper. Due to imperfections in the construction, the

spacing between loops of the helix is not uniform, and we have encapsulated the

uncertainty about their uniformity by attributing a 10% ( 2 cm) uncertainty to h . The

expected resonant frequency given these dimensions is f 0 = 10.56 ± 0.3 MHz, which is

about 5% off from the measured resonance at around 9.90MHz.

The theoretical Q for the loops is estimated to be 2500 (assuming perfect

copper of resistivity / = 1/ <τ = 1.7 x 10 Ω m) but the measured value is 950 ± 50 . We

believe the discrepancy is mostly due to the effect of the layer of poorly conducting

copper oxide on the surface of the copper wire, to which the current is confined by the

short skin depth ( 20// m) at this frequency. We have therefore used the experimentally

observed Q (and F1 = F2 = F = ω/(2Q) derived from it) in all subsequent computations.

The coupling coefficient K can be found experimentally by placing the two self-

resonant coils (fine-tuned, by slightly adjusting h , to the same resonant frequency when

isolated) a distance D apart and measuring the splitting in the frequencies of the two



resonant modes in the transmission spectrum. According to Eq.(13) derived by coupled-

mode theory, the splitting in the transmission spectrum should be δv =l 2 - T2 , when

κA B are kept very small by keeping A and B at a relatively large distance. The

comparison between experimental and theoretical results as a function of distance when

the two the coils are aligned coaxially is shown in Fig. 6 .

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of experimental and theoretical values for the strong-

coupling factor U =κ I T as a function of the separation between the two coils. The

theory values are obtained by using the theoretically obtained K and the experimentally

measured T . The shaded area represents the spread in the theoretical U due to the 5%

uncertainty in Q . As noted above, the maximum theoretical efficiency depends only on

the parameter U , which is plotted as a function of distance in Fig. 7 . U is greater than 1

even for D = 2.4m (eight times the radius of the coils), thus the sytem is in the strongly-

coupled regime throughout the entire range of distances probed.

The power-generator circuit was a standard Colpitts oscillator coupled inductively

to the source coil by means of a single loop of copper wire 25cm in radius (see Fig. 5).

The load consisted of a previously calibrated light-bulb, and was attached to its own loop

of insulated wire, which was in turn placed in proximity of the device coil and

inductively coupled to it. Thus, by varying the distance between the light-bulb and the

device coil, the parameter UB =κ I T was adjusted so that it matched its optimal value,

given theoretically by Eq.(14) as UB = . Because of its inductive nature, the loop

connected to the light-bulb added a small reactive component to κ which was

compensated for by slightly retuning the coil. The work extracted was determined by

adjusting the power going into the Colpitts oscillator until the light-bulb at the load was

at its full nominal brightness.

In order to isolate the efficiency of the transfer taking place specifically between

the source coil and the load, we measured the current at the mid-point of each of the self-

resonant coils with a current-probe (which was not found to lower the Q of the coils

noticeably.) This gave a measurement of the current parameters I1 and I2 defined above.

The power dissipated in each coil was then computed from P12 =TL \I12 12 , and the



efficiency was directly obtained from η = PB I (P1+P2 +PB) . To ensure that the

experimental setup was well described by a two-object coupled-mode theory model, we

positioned the device coil such that its direct coupling to the copper loop attached to the

Colpitts oscillator was zero. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8, along with the

theoretical prediction for maximum efficiency, given by Eq.(15).

Using this example, we were able to transmit significant amounts of power using

this setup from the source coil to the device coil, fully lighting up a 6OW light-bulb from

distances more than 2m away, for example. As an additional test, we also measured the

total power going into the driving circuit. The efficiency of the wireless power-

transmission itself was hard to estimate in this way, however, as the efficiency of the

Colpitts oscillator itself is not precisely known, although it is expected to be far from

100%. Nevertheless, this gave an overly conservative lower bound on the efficiency.

When transmitting 6OW to the load over a distance of 2m, for example, the power

flowing into the driving circuit was 400W. This yields an overall wall-to-load efficiency

of 15% , which is reasonable given the expected 40% efficiency for the wireless

power transmission at that distance and the low efficiency of the driving circuit.

From the theoretical treatment above, we see that in typical examples it is

important that the coils be on resonance for the power transmission to be practical. We

found experimentally that the power transmitted to the load dropped sharply as one of the

coils was detuned from resonance. For a fractional detuning ISfIf0 of a few times the

inverse loaded Q , the induced current in the device coil was indistinguishable from

noise.

The power transmission was not found to be visibly affected as humans and

various everyday objects, such as metallic and wooden furniture, as well as electronic

devices large and small, were placed between the two coils, even when they drastically

obstructed the line of sight between source and device. External objects were found to

have an effect only when they were closer than 10cm from either one of the coils. While

some materials (such as aluminum foil, styrofoam and humans) mostly just shifted the

resonant frequency, which could in principle be easily corrected with a feedback circuit

of the type described earlier, others (cardboard, wood, and PVC) lowered Q when placed



closer than a few centimeters from the coil, thereby lowering the efficiency of the

transfer.

This method of power transmission is believed safe for humans. When

transmitting 6OW (more than enough to power a laptop computer) across 2m, we

estimated that the magnitude of the magnetic field generated is much weaker than the

Earth's magnetic field for all distances except for less than about lcm away from the

wires in the coil, an indication of the safety of the scheme even after long-term use. The

power radiated for these parameters was 5 W, which is roughly an order of magnitude

higher than cell phones but could be drastically reduced, as discussed below.

Although the two coils are currently of identical dimensions, it is possible to make

the device coil small enough to fit into portable devices without decreasing the efficiency.

One could, for instance, maintain the product of the characteristic sizes of the source and

device coils constant.

These experiments demonstrated experimentally a system for power transmission

over medium range distances, and found that the experimental results match theory well

in multiple independent and mutually consistent tests.

The efficiency of the scheme and the distances covered can be appreciably

improved by silver-plating the coils, which should increase their Q , or by working with

more elaborate geometries for the resonant objects. Nevertheless, the performance

characteristics of the system presented here are already at levels where they could be

useful in practical applications.

2.2 Capacitively-loaded conducting loops or coils

In some examples, one or more of the resonant objects are capacitively-loaded

conducting loops or coils . Referring to Fig. 9 a helical coil with N turns of conducting

wire, as described above, is connected to a pair of conducting parallel plates of area A

spaced by distance d via a dielectric material of relative permittivity ε, and everything is

surrounded by air (as shown, N=I and h=0). The plates have a capacitance

Cp =εoεA I d , which is added to the distributed capacitance of the coil and thus

modifies its resonance. Note however, that the presence of the loading capacitor

modifies significantly the current distribution inside the wire and therefore the total



effective inductance L and total effective capacitance C of the coil are different

respectively from Ls and Cs , which are calculated for a self-resonant coil of the same

geometry using a sinusoidal current profile. Since some charge is accumulated at the

plates of the external loading capacitor, the charge distribution p inside the wire is

reduced, so C <C , and thus, from the charge conservation equation, the current

distribution j flattens out, so L >Ls . The resonant frequency for this system is

ω = 1-N/ J1L C + Cn) < ω = , and l(x) → Io cos(πx/l) C → C

ω — λ, , a s C n - 0 .

In general, the desired CMT parameters can be found for this system, but again a

very complicated solution of Maxwell's Equations is required. Instead, we will analyze

only a special case, where a reasonable guess for the current distribution can be made.

When Cn - C >C , then ω « 1/ JLC n « ω, and Z « JLIC n « Z , while all the

charge is on the plates of the loading capacitor and thus the current distribution is

constant along the wire. This allows us now to compute numerically L from Eq.(19). In

the case h =0 and N integer, the integral in Eq. (19) can actually be computed

analytically, giving the formula L =µor [in ( r Iα) - TA N . Explicit analytical formulas

are again available for R from Eq. (21) and (22), since Irms =I , p 0 and

m = I0Nπr (namely only the magnetic-dipole term is contributing to radiation), so we

can determine also Qα s =coL IRα s and Qrα =coL IRrαcι . At the end of the

calculations, the validity of the assumption of constant current profile is confirmed by

checking that indeed the condition Cp Cs < > ω < ωs is satisfied. To satisfy this

condition, one could use a large external capacitance, however, this would usually shift

the operational frequency lower than the optimal frequency, which we will determine

shortly; instead, in typical examples, one often prefers coils with very small self-

capacitance C to begin with, which usually holds, for the types of coils under

consideration, when N =1, so that the self-capacitance comes from the charge

distribution across the single turn, which is almost always very small, or when N >1 and



h 2Na , so that the dominant self-capacitance comes from the charge distribution

across adjacent turns, which is small if the separation between adjacent turns is large.

The external loading capacitance Cp provides the freedom to tune the resonant

frequency (for example by tuning A or d ) . Then, for the particular simple case h =0 ,

for which we have analytical formulas, the total Q = coL /(R a + Rrad ) becomes highest

at the optimal frequency

reaching the value

At lower frequencies it is dominated by ohmic loss and at higher frequencies by

radiation. Note, however, that the formulas above are accurate as long as O)Q <§: ωs and,

as explained above, this holds almost always when N = I , and is usually less accurate

when N > 1, since h =0 usually implies a large self-capacitance. A coil with large h

can be used, if the self-capacitance needs to be reduced compared to the external

capacitance, but then the formulas for L and O)Q , max are again less accurate. Similar

qualitative behavior is expected, but a more complicated theoretical model is needed for

making quantitative predictions in that case.

The results of the above analysis for two examples of subwavelength modes of

λ / r > 70 (namely highly suitable for near-field coupling and well within the quasi-

static limit) of coils with N = I and h =0 at the optimal frequency Eq. (24) are presented

in Table 3 . To confirm the validity of constant-current assumption and the resulting

analytical formulas, mode-solving calculations were also performed using another

completely independent method: computational 3D finite-element frequency-domain

(FEFD) simulations (which solve Maxwell's Equations in frequency domain exactly

apart for spatial discretization) were conducted, in which the boundaries of the conductor

were modeled using a complex impedance ζc = j µoω / 2σ boundary condition, valid as



long as ζc j ζ0 C 1 (<10 ~ for copper in the microwave). Table 3 shows Numerical

FEFD (and in parentheses analytical) results for the wavelength and absorption, radiation

and total loss rates, for two different cases of subwavelength-loop resonant modes. Note

that for conducting material copper (σ=5.998-10 7SZm) was used. Specific parameters of

the plot in Fig. 4 are highlighted in bold in the table. The two methods (analytical and

computational) are in good agreement and show that, in some examples, the optimal

frequency is in the low-MHz microwave range and the expected quality factors are

Qabs ≥ IOOO and Qrad > 10000 .

Table 3

Referring to Fig. 10, in some examples, energy is transferred between two

capacitively- loaded coils. For the rate of energy transfer between two capacitively-loaded

coils 1 and 2 at distance D between their centers, the mutual inductance ML can be

evaluated numerically from Eq.(23) by using constant current distributions in the case

ω < ωs . In the case h = 0 , the coupling is only magnetic and again we have an

analytical formula, which, in the quasi-static limit r«D« λ and for the relative orientation

shown in Fig. 10, is M πµo / 2 ( r2 N 1N 2 I D , which means that k ∞

is independent of the frequency ω and the number of turns N2. Consequently, the

resultant coupling figure-of-merit of interest is



which again is more accurate for N1 =N2 = .

From Eq. (26) it can be seen that the optimal frequency ωυ , where the figure-of-

merit is maximized to the value Umax , is close to the frequency OQ Q at which Q1Q2 is

maximized, since k does not depend much on frequency (at least for the distances D«λ of

interest for which the quasi-static approximation is still valid). Therefore, the optimal

frequency CO ~ C0 Q Q is mostly independent of the distance D between the two coils and

lies between the two frequencies COQ and COQ at which the single-coil Qi and Q

respectively peak. For same coils, this optimal frequency is given by Eq. (24) and then

the strong-coupling factor from Eq.(26) becomes

In some examples, one can tune the capacitively-loaded conducting loops or coils,

so that their angular eigenfrequencies are close to within T
1

, which is half the

angular frequency width for which U >Umax 12 .

Referring to Table 4, numerical FEFD and, in parentheses, analytical results based

on the above are shown for two systems each composed of a matched pair of the loaded

coils described in Table 3 . The average wavelength and loss rates are shown along with

the coupling rate and coupling to loss ratio fϊgure-of-merit U = K, / T as a function of

the coupling distance D, for the two cases. Note that the average numerical Trαd shown

are slightly different from the single-loop value of Figure 3, analytical results for Trαd

are not shown but the single-loop value is used. (The specific parameters corresponding

to the plot in Fig. 10 are highlighted with bold in the table.) Again we chose N =1 to

make the constant-current assumption a good one and computed M L numerically from

Eq.(23). Indeed the accuracy can be confirmed by their agreement with the

computational FEFD mode-solver simulations, which give K, through the frequency

splitting of the two normal modes of the combined system ( δE =2κ from Eq.(4)). The

results show that for medium distances D / r = 10 - 3 the expected coupling-to-loss

ratios are in the range U 0.5 —50 .



Table 4

2.2.1 Derivation of optimalpower-transmission efficiency

Referring to Fig. 11, to rederive and express Eq.(15) in terms of the parameters

which are more directly accessible from particular resonant objects, such as the

capacitively-loaded conducting loops, one can consider the following circuit-model of the

system, where the inductances Ls ,Ld represent the source and device loops respectively,

Rs ,Rd their respective losses, and Cs ,Cd are the required corresponding capacitances to

achieve for both resonance at frequency ω. A voltage generator V is considered to be

connected to the source and a load resistance R1 to the device. The mutual inductance is

denoted by M .

Then from the source circuit at resonance {ωLs = 1/ ωCs ) :

1
V = I R - jωMI, - V

9
I = - I R + - jωMI,I , (28)

and from the device circuit at resonance ( ωLd = 1/ ωCd ) :

0 = h [Rd + R1) J MI = j ωMI, = I d (Rd + R1] (29)

So by substituting Eq.(29) to Eq.(28) and taking the real part (for time-averaged

power) we get:

R +- I R + R,) = P + P + PI , (30)

where we identified the power delivered by the generator P = Re \ V I / 2 ,the power



lost inside the source P = R J 2 , the power lost inside the device P1 = I 1 R1 / 2

and the power delivered to the load P1 = Id R1 / 2 . Then, the power transmission

efficiency is:

If we now choose the load impedance R1 to optimize the efficiency by

ηF(R1) = 0 , we get the optimal load impedance

and the maximum possible efficiency

To check now the correspondence with the CMT model, note that 1 = R1 / 2Ld ,

Td = Rd /2L d , T = RJ2L S , and K = ωM /24 ∑ d , so then U1 = 1 / Td = R1 / Rd

and U =κ l yjTsTd =ωM I JRsRd . Therefore, the condition Eq.(32) is identical to the

condition Eq.(14) and the optimal efficiency Eq.(33) is identical to the general Eq.(15).

Indeed, as the CMT analysis predicted, to get a large efficiency, we need to design a

system that has a large strong-coupling factor U.

2.2.2 Optimization of U

The results above can be used to increase or optimize the performance of a

wireless energy transfer system, which employs capacitively-loaded coils. For example,

from the scaling of Eq.(27) with the different system parameters, one sees that to

maximize the system fϊgure-of-merit U, in some examples, one can:



—Decrease the resistivity of the conducting material. This can be achieved, for

example, by using good conductors (such as copper or silver) and/or lowering the

temperature. At very low temperatures one could use also superconducting materials to

achieve extremely good performance.

—Increase the wire radius a . In typical examples, this action can be limited by

physical size considerations. The purpose of this action is mainly to reduce the resistive

losses in the wire by increasing the cross-sectional area through which the electric current

is flowing, so one could alternatively use also a Litz wire or a ribbon instead of a circular

wire.

—For fixed desired distance D of energy transfer, increase the radius of the loop

r. In typical examples, this action can be limited by physical size considerations, typically

especially for the device.

—For fixed desired distance vs. loop-size ratio D/r, decrease the radius of the loop

r. In typical examples, this action can be limited by physical size considerations.

—Increase the number of turns N . (Even though Eq.(27) is expected to be less

accurate for N >1, qualitatively it still provides a good indication that we expect an

improvement in the coupling-to-loss ratio with increased N.) In typical examples, this

action can be limited by physical size and possible voltage considerations, as will be

discussed in following paragraphs.

—Adjust the alignment and orientation between the two coils. The figure-of-

merit is optimized when both cylindrical coils have exactly the same axis of cylindrical

symmetry (namely they are "facing" each other). In some examples, particular mutual

coil angles and orientations that lead to zero mutual inductance (such as the orientation

where the axes of the two coils are perpendicular and the centers of the two coils are on

one of the two axes) should be avoided.

—Finally, note that the height of the coil h is another available design parameter,

which can have an impact to the performance similar to that of its radius r, and thus the

design rules can be similar.

The above analysis technique can be used to design systems with desired

parameters. For example, as listed below, the above described techniques can be used to

determine the cross sectional radius a of the wire which one should use when designing



as system two same single-turn loops with a given radius in order to achieve a specific

performance in terms of U = K, / T at a given D / r between them, when the material is

copper (σ=5.998-10 7S/m):

D / r = 5, U > 10, r = 30cm = > a > 9mm

D I r = 5, U > 10, r = 5cm = a > 3.7mm

D / r = 5, U > 20, r = 30cm = > o > 20mm

D / r = 5, U > 20, r = 5cm = o > 8.3mm

/ / r = 10, U ≥ l , r = 30cm = o > 7mm

D I r = 10, C/ > 1, r = 5cm = o > 2.8mm

D I r = 10, C/ > 3, r = 30cm = a > 25mm

/ / r = 10, C/ > 3, r = 5cm = > o > 10mm

Similar analysis can be done for the case of two dissimilar loops. For example, in

some examples, the device under consideration is very specific (e.g. a laptop or a cell

phone), so the dimensions of the device object ( r
d

hd ad N d ) are very restricted.

However, in some such examples, the restrictions on the source object ( rs hs as N s ) are

much less, since the source can, for example, be placed under the floor or on the ceiling.

In such cases, the desired distance is often well defined, based on the application (e.g.

D - Im for charging a laptop on a table wirelessly from the floor). Listed below are

examples (simplified to the case N s = N d = 1 and hs = hd = 0 ) of how one can vary the

dimensions of the source object to achieve the desired system performance in terms of

Usd = K, J -j l T d , when the material is again copper σ=5.99 8-10 7SZm):

D = 1.5m,
1

U
Sd

>
—

15,
'

r
a

= 30cm,
'

α
a

= 6mm = r
s

= 1.158m,
1

a
S

>
—

5mm

D = 1.5m, Usd > 30, rd = 30cm, ad = 6mm = r = 1.15m, a > 33mm

D = 1.5m,
1
U

Sd
>
—

1,
'

r
a

= 5cm,
'

a
d

= 4mm = r
s

= 1.119m, a
S

>
—

7mm

D = 1.5m, Usd, > 2, r = 5cm a , = 4mm r
s

= 1.119m,
'

a
s

>
—

52mm

D = 2m,
1

U
Sd

>
—

10,
'

r
a

= 30cm,
'

a
d

= 6mm r
S

= 1.518m, a
S

>
—

7mm

D = 2m, U d > 20, rd = 30cm, ad = 6mm r
s

= 1.514m,
'

a
s

>
—

50mm

D = 2m,
'

U
s d

>
—

0.5,
'

r
d

= 5cm,
'

a
d

= 4mm = r
s

= 1.491m,
'

a >
—

5mm

D = 2m, Usd > 1, rd = 5cm, ad = 4mm = r = 1.491m, a > 36mm



2.2.3 Optimization ofk

As described below, in some examples, the quality factor Q of the resonant

objects is limited from external perturbations and thus varying the coil parameters cannot

lead to improvement in Q . In such cases, one can opt to increase the strong-coupling

factor U by increasing the coupling factor k . The coupling does not depend on the

frequency and the number of turns. Therefore, in some examples, one can:

—Increase the wire radii a and ci 2. In typical examples, this action can be limited

by physical size considerations.

—For fixed desired distance D of energy transfer, increase the radii of the coils

and f2. In typical examples, this action can be limited by physical size considerations,

typically especially for the device.

—For fixed desired distance vs. coil-sizes ratio , only the weak

(logarithmic) dependence of the inductance remains, which suggests that one should

decrease the radii of the coils r and - I typical examples, this action can be limited by

physical size considerations.

—Adjust the alignment and orientation between the two coils. In typical

examples, the coupling is optimized when both cylindrical coils have exactly the same

axis of cylindrical symmetry (namely they are "facing" each other). Particular mutual

coil angles and orientations that lead to zero mutual inductance (such as the orientation

where the axes of the two coils are perpendicular and the centers of the two coils are on

one of the two axes) should obviously be avoided.

—Finally, note that the heights of the coils z1 and 1 are other available design

parameters, which can have an impact to the coupling similar to that of their radii r and

T2, and thus the design rules can be similar.

Further practical considerations apart from efficiency, e.g. physical size

limitations, will be discussed in detail below.

2.2.4 Optimization of overall system performance

In many cases, the dimensions of the resonant objects will be set by the particular

application at hand. For example, when this application is powering a laptop or a cell

phone, the device resonant object cannot have dimensions larger than those of the laptop



or cell-phone respectively. In particular, for a system of two loops of specified

dimensions, in terms of loop radii rs d and wire radii as d , the independent parameters left

to adjust for the system optimization are: the number of turns Ns d , the frequency/ the

power-load consumption rate / = R / 2L and the power-generator feeding rate

κg = Rg J 2L , where Rg is the internal (characteristic) impedance of the generator.

In general, in various examples, the primary dependent variable that one wants to

increase or optimize is the overall efficiency η . However, other important variables need

to be taken into consideration upon system design. For example, in examples featuring

capacitively-loaded coils, the design can be constrained by, for example, the currents

flowing inside the wires Isd and the voltages across the capacitors Vsd . These

limitations can be important because for -Wattpower applications the values for these

parameters can be too large for the wires or the capacitors respectively to handle.

Furthermore, the total loaded (by the load) quality factor of the device

Q
dU]

= 0) ( d +r ι) =ωLd /(Rd +R ) and the total loaded (by the generator) quality

factor of the source Q =ω12[Ts +Tg =ωLs I (Rs +Rg) are quantities that should be

preferably small, because to match the source and device resonant frequencies to within

their Q's, when those are very large, can be challenging experimentally and more

sensitive to slight variations. Lastly, the radiated powers P md and Pd ad
should be

minimized for concerns about far-field interference and safety, even though, in general,

for a magnetic, non-radiative scheme they are already typically small. In the following,

we examine then the effects of each one of the independent variables on the dependent

ones.

We define a new variable wp to express the power-load consumption rate for

some particular value of U through U1 = 1/ Td = ]l +wp -U2 Then, in some examples,

values which impact the choice of this rate are: U =1 < > wp =0 to minimize the

required energy stored in the source (and therefore Is and Vs ), U, =Vl + U2 >1 <=> wp =1

to maximize the efficiency, as seen earlier, or U 1 < > wp 1 to decrease the required



energy stored in the device (and therefore Id and Vd ) and to decrease or minimize Q 1-, .

Similar is the impact of the choice of the power-generator feeding rate U = K I Ts ,

with the roles of the source/device and generator/load reversed.

In some examples, increasing Ns and Nd increases Qs and Qd , and thus U and

the efficiency significantly, as seen before. It also decreases the currents Is and Id ,

because the inductance of the loops increases, and thus the energy Ws =Ls 1 s,d / 2

required for given output power P1 can be achieved with smaller currents. However, in

some examples, increasing Nd and thus Qd can increase Q 1- , Pd rad
and the voltage

across the device capacitance Vd . Similar can be the impact of increasing Ns on Q , ,

Ps rad
and Vs . As a conclusion, in some examples, the number of turns Ns and Nd

should be chosen large enough (for high efficiency) but such that they allow for

reasonable voltages, loaded 's and/or powers radiated.

With respect to the resonant frequency, again, there is an optimal one for

efficiency. Close to that optimal frequency Q 1- and/or Q , - can be approximately

maximum. In some examples, for lower frequencies the currents typically get larger but

the voltages and radiated powers get smaller. In some examples, one should pick either

the frequency that maximizes the efficiency or somewhat lower.

One way to decide on an operating regime for the system is based on a graphical

method. Consider two loops of rs =25cm, rd =15cm, hs =hd =0, as =ad =3mm and

distance D =2m between them. In Fig. 12, we plot some of the above dependent

variables (currents, voltages and radiated powers normalized to 1Watt of output power) in

terms of frequency / and Nd , given some choice for wp and Ns . Fig. 12 depicts the

trend of system performance explained above. In Fig. 13, we make a contour plot of the

dependent variables as functions of both frequency and wp but for both Ns and Nd fixed.

For example, a reasonable choice of parameters for the system of two loops with the

dimensions given above are: Ns =2, Nd =6 ,f=10MHz and wp=10, which gives the

following performance characteristics: η =20.6% , Q 1- =1264 , Is =7 .2A, Id =IAA,



V =2.55kV, Vd =2.3OkV, P
s rad

=0Λ5W, P
d rad

=0.006 . Note that the results in Figs.

12, 13 and the just above calculated performance characteristics are made using the

analytical formulas provided above, so they are expected to be less accurate for large

values of Ns, Nd , but still they give a good estimate of the scalings and the orders of

magnitude.

Finally, one could additionally optimize for the source dimensions, since usually

only the device dimensions are limited, as discussed earlier. Namely, one can add rs and

as in the set of independent variables and optimize with respect to these too for all the

dependent variables of the problem (we saw how to do this only for efficiency earlier).

Such an optimization would lead to improved results.

In this description, we propose that, if one ensures operation in the strongly-

coupled regime at mid-range distances, at least medium-power transmission (~W) at mid-

range distances with high efficiency is possible.

2.3 Inductively-loaded conducting rods

A straight conducting rod of length 2h and cross-sectional radius a has distributed

capacitance and distributed inductance, and therefore it supports a resonant mode of

angular frequency ω . Using the same procedure as in the case of self-resonant coils, one

can define an effective total inductance L and an effective total capacitance C of the rod

through formulas Eqs.(19) and (20). With these definitions, the resonant angular

frequency and the effective impedance are given again by the common formulas

ω = 1/ jLC and Z = JL / C respectively. To calculate the total inductance and

capacitance, one can assume again a sinusoidal current profile along the length of the

conducting wire. When interested in the lowest mode, if we denote by x the coordinate

along the conductor, such that it runs from - h to +h , then the current amplitude profile

would have the form /(x) = I0 cos(; τx/2/z) , since it has to be zero at the open ends of

the rod. This is the well-known half-wavelength electric dipole resonant mode.

In some examples, one or more of the resonant objects are inductively-loaded

conducting rods. Referring to Fig. 14, a straight conducting rod of length 2h and cross-

sectional radius a, as in the previous paragraph, is cut into two equal pieces of length h,



which are connected via a coil wrapped around a magnetic material of relative

permeability µ, and everything is surrounded by air. The coil has an inductance Lc ,

which is added to the distributed inductance of the rod and thus modifies its resonance.

Note however, that the presence of the center-loading inductor modifies significantly the

current distribution inside the wire and therefore the total effective inductance L and

total effective capacitance C of the rod are different respectively from Ls and Cs , which

are calculated for a self-resonant rod of the same total length using a sinusoidal current

profile, as in the previous paragraph. Since some current is running inside the coil of the

external loading inductor, the current distribution j inside the rod is reduced, so L < LS ,

and thus, from the charge conservation equation, the linear charge distribution P1 flattens

out towards the center (being positive in one side of the rod and negative in the other side

of the rod, changing abruptly through the inductor), so C > Cs . The resonant frequency

for this system is ω = 1/J[L + LC) C < ωs = 1/ LSCS , and l(x) —»I 0 cos( πx / 2h)

L —>Ls = > ω —>ωs , as Lc —>0 .

In general, the desired CMT parameters can be found for this system, but again a

very complicated solution of Maxwell's Equations is generally required. In a special

case, a reasonable estimate for the current distribution can be made. When Lc s> Ls > L ,

then ω ~ \ l JLcC < ωs and Z - 1J C Z s , while the current distribution is triangular

along the rod (with maximum at the center-loading inductor and zero at the ends) and

thus the charge distribution is positive constant on one half of the rod and equally

negative constant on the other side of the rod. This allows us to compute numerically C

from Eq.(20). In this case, the integral in Eq.(20) can actually be computed analytically,

giving the formula 1/C = I I a ) - 1] . Explicit analytical formulas are again

available for R from Eq.(21) and (22), since I rms = I O, p = qo h and m = 0 (namely

only the electric-dipole term is contributing to radiation), so we can determine also

Qabs = 1/ coCRabs and Qrad = 1/ coCRrad . At the end of the calculations, the validity of the

assumption of triangular current profile is confirmed by checking that indeed the



condition Lc Ls <=> ω : ωs is satisfied. This condition is relatively easily satisfied,

since typically a conducting rod has very small self-inductance Ls to begin with.

Another important loss factor in this case is the resistive loss inside the coil of the

external loading inductor Lc and it depends on the particular design of the inductor. In

some examples, the inductor is made of a Brooks coil, which is the coil geometry which,

for fixed wire length, demonstrates the highest inductance and thus quality factor. The

Brooks coil geometry has NBc turns of conducting wire of cross-sectional radius aBc

wrapped around a cylindrically symmetric coil former, which forms a coil with a square

cross-section of side rBc , where the inner side of the square is also at radius rBc (and thus

the outer side of the square is at radius 2rBc ), therefore NBc ~ (rBc l2a Bc ) . The

inductance of the coil is then Lc =2.0285µo rB c NB c 2.0285µorB c /8a B c and its

resistance is

lB c 2π (3rB c 12) NB c 3πrB c 14aB c and we have used an approximate square-root law

for the transition of the resistance from the dc to the ac limit as the skin depth varies with

frequency.

The external loading inductance Lc provides the freedom to tune the resonant

frequency. For example, for a Brooks coil with a fixed size rBc , the resonant frequency

can be reduced by increasing the number of turns NBc by decreasing the wire cross-

sectional radius aBc . Then the desired resonant angular frequency ω = 1/ yjLcC is

achieved for aBc ~ 1I 2S 2 µorB
5
cω2C \)

1/4
and the resulting coil quality factor is

Qc ~ 0A69 µoσrBcω / +ω2µoσyJ2.0285µo (rBc / 4)5 C . Then, for the particular simple

case Lc >Ls , for which we have analytical formulas, the total

Q =M ωC Rc +Ra +Rra(j ) becomes highest at some optimal frequency ω , reaching

the value Q , both determined by the loading-inductor specific design. For example,



for the Brooks-coil procedure described above, at the optimal frequency

Q Q 0.8 1 σ2r I C ) . At lower frequencies it is dominated by ohmic loss

inside the inductor coil and at higher frequencies by radiation. Note, again, that the above

formulas are accurate as long as U)Q : ωs and, as explained above, this is easy to design

for by using a large inductance.

The results of the above analysis for two examples, using Brooks coils, of

subwavelength modes of λ / h > 200 (namely highly suitable for near-field coupling and

well within the quasi-static limit) at the optimal frequency ω are presented in Table 5 .

Table 5 shows in parentheses (for similarity to previous tables) analytical results

for the wavelength and absorption, radiation and total loss rates, for two different cases of

subwavelength-loop resonant modes. Note that for conducting material copper

(σ=5. 998-10 7SZm) was used. The results show that, in some examples, the optimal

frequency is in the low-MHz microwave range and the expected quality factors are

Qabs ≥ 1000 and Qrad > 100000 .

Table 5

In some examples, energy is transferred between two inductively-loaded rods.

For the rate of energy transfer between two inductively-loaded rods 1 and 2 at distance D

between their centers, the mutual capacitance Mc can be evaluated numerically from

Eq.(23) by using triangular current distributions in the case ω < ωs . In this case, the

coupling is only electric and again we have an analytical formula, which, in the quasi-

static limit h«D« λ and for the relative orientation such that the two rods are aligned on the

2 - - - - - - I —
same axis, is 1/ M Q 1/ 2πεo ( 2 ) / D , which means that k ∞ ( Z1 Z2 / >) is

independent of the frequency ω . One can then get the resultant strong-coupling factor U .



It can be seen that the optimal frequency ωυ , where the figure-of-merit is

maximized to the value Umax , is close to the frequency (OQ Q , where Q1Q2 is maximized,

since k does not depend much on frequency (at least for the distances D«λ of interest for

which the quasi-static approximation is still valid). Therefore, the optimal frequency

OJ ~ COQ Q is mostly independent of the distance D between the two rods and lies

between the two frequencies C0 Q and C0 Q at which the single-rod Qi and Q respectively

peak. In some typical examples, one can tune the inductively-loaded conducting rods, so

that their angular eigenfrequencies are close to within υ , which is half the angular

frequency width for which U >Umax 12 .

Referring to Table 6, in parentheses (for similarity to previous tables) analytical

results based on the above are shown for two systems each composed of a matched pair

of the loaded rods described in Table 5 . The average wavelength and loss rates are

shown along with the coupling rate and coupling to loss ratio fϊgure-of-merit U = K / Y

as a function of the coupling distance D, for the two cases. Note that for Trαd the single-

rod value is used. Again we chose Lc Ls to make the triangular-current assumption a

good one and computed M c numerically from Eq.(23). The results show that for

medium distances D / h = 10 - 3 the expected coupling-to-loss ratios are in the range

U 0.5 - 100 .

Table 6



2.4 Dielectric disks

In some examples, one or more of the resonant objects are dielectric objects, such

as disks. Consider a two dimensional dielectric disk object, as shown in Fig. 15(a), of

radius r and relative permittivity ε surrounded by air that supports high- "whispering-

gallery" resonant modes. The loss mechanisms for the energy stored inside such a

resonant system are radiation into free space and absorption inside the disk material.

High-Qrad and long-tailed subwavelength resonances can be achieved when the dielectric

permittivity ε is large and the azimuthal field variations are slow (namely of small

principal number m). Material absorption is related to the material loss tangent: Qabs

~ Re {ε} I Im {ε} . Mode-solving calculations for this type of disk resonances were

performed using two independent methods: numerically, 2D finite-difference frequency-

domain (FDFD) simulations (which solve Maxwell's Equations in frequency domain

exactly apart for spatial discretization) were conducted with a resolution of 30pts/r;

analytically, standard separation of variables (SV) in polar coordinates was used.

Table 7

The results for two TE-polarized dielectric-disk subwavelength modes of

λ I r ≥ 10 are presented in Table 7 . Table 7 shows numerical FDFD (and in parentheses

analytical SV) results for the wavelength and absorption, radiation and total loss rates, for

two different cases of subwavelength-disk resonant modes. Note that disk-material loss-

tangent Im{ε}/Re{ε}=10 4 was used. (The specific parameters corresponding to the plot

in Fig. 15(a) are highlighted with bold in the table.) The two methods have excellent

agreement and imply that for a properly designed resonant low-loss-dielectric object

values of Qrad ≥ 2000 and Qabs ~ 10000 are achievable. Note that for the 3D case the

computational complexity would be immensely increased, while the physics would not be

significantly different. For example, a spherical object of ε=147. 7 has a whispering

gallery mode with m=2, Ur= 17.



The required values of ε, shown in Table 7, might at first seem unrealistically

large. However, not only are there in the microwave regime (appropriate for

approximately meter-range coupling applications) many materials that have both

reasonably high enough dielectric constants and low losses (e.g. Titania, Barium

tetratitanate, Lithium tantalite etc.), but also ε could signify instead the effective index of

other known subwavelength surface-wave systems, such as surface modes on surfaces of

metallic materials or plasmonic (metal-like, negative- ) materials or metallo-dielectric

photonic crystals or plasmono-dielectric photonic crystals.

To calculate now the achievable rate of energy transfer between two disks 1 and

2, as shown in Fig. 15(b) we place them at distance D between their centers.

Numerically, the FDFD mode-solver simulations give K through the frequency splitting

of the normal modes of the combined system ( SE =2κ from Eq.(4)), which are even and

odd superpositions of the initial single-disk modes; analytically, using the expressions for

the separation-of-variables eigenfields Ei, 2(r) CMT gives K through

K = CD1 (r)|2 ,

where , (D and ε(r) are the dielectric functions that describe only the disk j (minus the

constant ε0 background) and the whole space respectively. Then, for medium distances

D/r =10-3 and for non-radiative coupling such that D< 2rc , where rc =mλ 12π is the

radius of the radiation caustic, the two methods agree very well, and we finally find , as

shown in Table 8, strong-coupling factors in the range U ~ 1-50 . Thus, for the analyzed

examples, the achieved fϊgure-of-merit values are large enough to be useful for typical

applications, as discussed below.



Table 8

Note that even though particular examples are presented and analyzed above as

examples of systems that use resonant electromagnetic coupling for wireless energy

transfer, those of self-resonant conducting coils, capacitively-loaded resonant conducting

coils, inductively-loaded resonant conducting rods and resonant dielectric disks, any

system that supports an electromagnetic mode with its electromagnetic energy extending

much further than its size can be used for transferring energy. For example, there can be

many abstract geometries with distributed capacitances and inductances that support the

desired kind of resonances. In some examples, the resonant structure can be a dielectric

sphere. In any one of these geometries, one can choose certain parameters to increase

and/or optimize U or, if the Q ' s are limited by external factors, to increase and/or

optimize for k or, if other system performance parameters are of importance, to optimize

those.

3 Coupled-Mode Theory for prediction of far-field radiation interference

The two objects in an energy-transfer system generate radiation, which can

sometimes be a significant part of the intrinsic losses, and can interfere in the far field. In

the previous Sections, we analyzed systems, where this interference phenomenon was not

in effect. In this description, we will repeat the analysis, including the interference

effects and will show how it can be used to further enhance the power transmission

efficiency and/or the radiated power.



The coupled-mode equations of Eqs.(l) fail to predict such an interference

phenomenon. In fact, the inability to predict interference phenomena has often been

considered inherent to coupled-mode theory (CMT). However, we show here that

making only a simple extension to this model, it can actually very successfully predict

such interference. The root of the problem stems from the fact that the coupling

coefficients were tacitly assumed to be real. This is usually the case when dealing with

proper (real) eigenmodes of a Hermitian (lossless) operator. However, this assumption

fails when losses are included, as is for example the current case dealing with generally

non-proper (leaky, radiative) eigenmodes of a non-Hermitian (lossy) operator. In this

case, the coupling-matrix elements will generally be complex and their imaginary parts

will be shown to be directly related to far-field radiation interference.

Imagine a system of many resonators in proximity to each other. When their

resonances have close enough frequencies compared to their coupling rates, the CMT

assumption is that the total-system field ψ is approximately determined only by these

resonances as the superposition xp(t) = n an (t)xpn , where Xp n is the eigenfield of the

resonance n normalized to unity energy, and αn is the field amplitude inside it, which

corresponds, due to the normalization, to \an \2 stored energy. The fundamental Coupled-

Mode Equations (CME) of CMT are then those of the evolution of the vector a = {αn }

d - -
— a = - Ω a + /K a
dt (34)

where the frequency matrix Ω and the coupling matrix K are found usually using a

Perturbation Theory (PT) approach.

We restate here one of the many perturbative formulations of CMT in a system of

ElectroMagnetic (EM) resonators: Let µ = µ0 and e = e0 + n en be the magnetic-

permeability and dielectric-permittivity functions of space that describe the whole

system, where en is the permittivity of only the dielectric, reciprocal and generally

anisotropic object n of volume Vn , in excess to the constant µ0, e0 background space.

Each resonator n , when alone in the background space, supports a resonant eigenmode of

complex frequency Ωn = ωn —iFn and field profiles Xp n = [En , Hn ] normalized to unity

energy, satisfying the equations V X En = iΩn µ0Hn and V X Hn = —Ωn ( 0 + n ) En ,



and the boundary condition n X En = 0 on the potential metallic surface Sn of object n .

The whole system fields ψ = [E, H] satisfy the equations V x E = —µ — H and V x H =

e — E, and the boundary condition n X E = 0 on S = n Sn . Then, start by expanding

V (E x Hn —En x H) and integrating over all space, apply the CMT superposition

assumption, and finally use the PT argument that, when the coupling-rates between the

resonators are small compared to their frequencies, within a sum only terms of lowest

order in this small perturbation need to be kept. The result is the CME of Eq.(34), with

Ω = W 1 Ωo W , K = W 1 K0 , where Ωo = diag{ Ωn },

K
o,nm

dv(E; -εm -Em) +-
4 J

daή -(
V
E:

n
x Hmm )

) (35)

W
nm

= dv(En .ε .Em n .µ . m)
4 V (36)

and where ψn = [En , Hn ] satisfy the time-reversed equations (where Ωn → —Ωn ) . The

choice of these fields in the analysis rather than ψn = [En , Hn ] allows to treat also lossy

(due to absorption and/or radiation) but reciprocal systems (so K is complex symmetric

but non-Hermitian). In the limit, though, of weak loss (high- resonances), these two sets

of fields can be approximately equal. Therefore, again to lowest order, W ~ ϊ , due to the

unity-energy normalization, so Ω ~ Ωo and for K the off-diagonal terms

K
nm

K
mn

- dv{K -K), n≠m
7)

' m

where )m includes both the volume-polarization currents )p m = —iΩm €m Em in Vn and

the surface electric currents Js = n X H n on S n , while the diagonal terms Kn n are

higher-order small and can often lead to anomalous coupling-induced frequency shifts.

The term of Eq.(37) can generally be complex Kn m = κn m + iΛnm and, even though the

physical interpretation of its real part is well understood, as describing the coupling

between the resonators, it is not so the case for its imaginary part



where integration by parts was used for the V n term and the continuity equation

V -J = iωp, with p being the volume charge density.

Towards understanding this term, let us consider two resonators 1, 2 and evaluate

from Eqs.(34) the total power lost from the system

Clearly, the term involving an interaction between the two objects should not

relate to material absorption, since this is a very localized process inside each object. We

therefore split this lost power into absorbed and radiated in the following way

1Pabs
=2T

\,abs a +2T ,abs a
(40)

1Prad; -— + 2r
2,rad a +4Λ

12
Re| *

2J
(41)

so A12 is associated with the radiation from the two-object system. However, we have a

tool to compute this radiated power separately: Antenna Theory (AT).

Let ζ0 = l µo/ eo and C0 = l l µ e0 be the background impedance and light-

velocity, and / = (g, f) = J dv'Jv (r')e ~lk ' the moment of the current-distribution 4-

vector/ v = {cop, J) of an electromagnetic resonator, where unity-energy normalization is



again assumed for/ v and g = k f , as can be shown using the continuity equation and

integration by parts. The power radiated from one EM resonator is:

(42)

where |/| 2 = / * / ≡ |f| 2 —I I2 . The power radiated from an 'array' of two resonators

1 and 2, at vector-distance D between their centers, is given by:

where 1
* / 2 ≡ fi f2 —g g2 -Thus, by comparing Eqs.(41) and (43), using Eq.(42),

namely A12 is exactly the interference term in AT. By substituting for the 4-vector

current-moments and making the change of variables 1 = r[, r2 = r + D,

dvJ J 2

16 - Re al 2

where we evaluated the integral over all angles of k with r2 — 1 .



Note now that Eqs.(38) and (45) will become identical, if we can take the currents

/ 1,2 o be real. This is indeed the case for eigenmodes, where the field solution in

bounded regions (such as those where the currents are flowing) is always stationary (in

contrast to the leaky part of the eigenmode, which is radiative) and for high enough Q it

can be chosen so that it is approximately real in the entire bounded region. Therefore,

from either Eq.(38) or (45) we can write

and from Eq.(44), using Eq.(42), we can define the interference factor

(47)

We have shown that, in the high- limit, both PT and AT give the same

expression for the imaginary part Anm of the coupling coefficient, which thus physically

describes within CMT the effects of far-field radiation interference. Again, this

phenomenon was so far not considered to be predictable from CMT.

4 Efficiency enhancement and radiation suppression by far-field destructive interference

Physically, one can expect that far-field radiation interference can in principle be

engineered to be destructive, resulting in reduced overall radiation losses for the two-

object system and thus in enhanced system efficiency. In this section, we show that,

indeed, in the presence of far-field interference, energy transfer can be more efficient and

with less radiated power than what our previous model predicts.

Once more, we will treat the same temporal energy-transfer schemes as before

(finite-amount and finite-rate), so that a direct comparison can be made.

4.1 Finite-amount energy-transfer efficiency

Considering again the source and device objects 1,2 to include the interference

effects, the same CMT equations as in Eq.(l) can be used, but with the substitutions

nm
→

nm
=

nm + nm ; n, m = 1,2. The real parts K
2 2

can describe, as before,

the shift in each object's resonance frequency due to the presence of the other; the

imaginary parts A11 2 2
can describe the change in the losses of each object due to the



presence of the other (due to absorption in it or scattering from it, in which latter case

losses could be either increased or decreased); both of these are second-order effects and,

for the purposes of our mathematical analysis, can again be absorbed into the complex

eigenfrequencies by setting ω1 2 →ω1 2 + K11 2 and Y1 2 →Y1 2 —A1122 -The real parts

i2,2 i can denote, as before, the coupling coefficients; the imaginary parts A12 1 can

describe the far-field interference, as was shown in Section 3; again, from reciprocity

K12 = K21 ≡ K ≡ K + iA (note that for a Hermitian problem, the additional requirement

K12 = K21 would impose K to be real, which makes sense, since without losses there

cannot be any radiation interference).

Substituting K →K + iA into Eq.(2), we can find the normal modes of the system

including interference effects. Note that, when the two objects are at exact resonance

ω1 = ω2 ≡ ω0 and F1 = F2 ≡ F0 , the normal modes are found to be

Ω+ = (ω0 + K) - i(Y0 - Λ) and Ω_ = (ω0 - K) - i(Y0 + A),
(48)

which is exactly the typical case for respectively the odd and even normal modes

of a system of two coupled objects, where for the even mode the objects' field-

amplitudes have the same sign and thus the frequency is lowered and the radiative far-

fields interfere constructively so loss is increased, while for the odd mode the situation is

the opposite. This is another confirmation for the fact that the coefficient Λ can describe

the far-field interference phenomenon under examination.

To treat now again the problem of energy transfer to object 2 from 1, but in the

presence of radiative interference, again simply substitute K →K + iA into Eq.(3). Note

that, at exact resonance ω1 = ω2 and, in the special case F1 = F2 ≡ F0 , we can just

substitute into Eq.(4) U → U + iV, where U ≡ κ/ F0 and V ≡ Λ/ Fo , and then, with

T ≡ F0 1, the evolution of the device field-amplitude becomes

= sin[(f/ + iV)T] e
Ia 1(O)I L J (49)

Now the efficiency ηE ≡ \a2 (t) |2/ 1Ci 1 (0) |2 can be optimized for the normalized

time which is the solution of the transcendental equation



Re{(U + iV) cot[(f/ + iV)T.]} = 1

and the resulting optimal energy-transfer efficiency depends only on U, V and is

depicted in Fig. 16(c), evidently increasing with V for a fixed U.

4.2 Finite-rate energy-transfer (power-transmission) efficiency

Similarly, to treat the problem o f continuous powering o f object 2 by 1, in the

presence o f radiative interference, simply substitute U → U + iV into the equations o f

Section 1.2, where V ≡ A - T1T2 w e call the strong-interference factor and quantifies the

degree o f far-field interference that the system experiences compared to loss. In practice,

the parameters D1 2 , U1 2 can b e designed (engineered), since one can adjust the resonant

frequencies ω1 2 (compared to the desired operating frequency ω) and the generator/load

supply/drain rates K1 . Their choice can target the optimization o f some system

performance-characteristic o f interest.

In some examples, a goal can b e to maximize the power transmission (efficiency)

r\P ≡ \S21 \2 o f the system. The symmetry upon interchanging 1 →2 is then preserved

and, using Eq.(l 1), the field-amplitude transmission coefficient becomes

2i(U + JV)U0
2 1 ( 1 + U0 - ID0Y + (U + iV) (51)

and from ηP' D0) = 0 w e get that, for fixed U, V and U0 , the efficiency can b e

maximized for the symmetric detuning

θ + 2v π
22V/ cCoOsS | Vπ ) ;v = , , if / 2/3 - V2 > ( 1 + [

0 ) 2/3

D =
3J β + V/?2 - a + β - V/?2 - 3 if f/ 2/3 - 2/3 < (1 + f/0)2/3 (52)

where a ≡ [U2 - V2 - ( 1 + Uo
2]/3, β ≡ UV(I + U0) , θ ≡ tarry αV β2 - 1 and

U2/3 - V2/3 > ( 1 + U0) 2I3 <≠ a 3 - β 2 > 0 <=> a > 0 . Note that, in the first case, the

two peaks o f the transmission curve are not equal for V > 0 , but the one at higher

frequencies (v = 0 = positive detuning) corresponding to the odd system normal mode is

higher, as should b e expected, since the odd mode is the one that radiates less. Finally,



by substituting D0 into ηP from Eq.(52), then from ηP' (U0) = 0 we get that, for fixed U

and V, the efficiency can be maximized for

u
o

= (i + u2)(i - v2) and > = UV.
(53)

The dependence of the efficiency on D0 for different U0 (including the new

'critical-coupling' condition) are shown in Figs. 16(a,b). The overall optimal power

efficiency using Eqs.(53) is

U2 +V2

ηP = ηP D
Q

, /0 - ([/ + 1)2 + v (M)

which depends only on U, \V\ and is depicted in Figs. 16 (c,d), increasing with |V| for a

fixed U, and actually ηP → 1 as | | → 1 for all values of U.

In some examples, a goal can be to minimize the power reflection at the side of

the generator IS11 I2 and the load \S22 12 . The symmetry upon interchanging 1 →2 is

again preserved and, using then Eq.(17), one would require the 'impedance matching'

condition

(1 - i 0) 2 - + (U + iV) 2 = 0

from which again we easily find that the values of D0 and U0 that cancel all

reflections are exactly those in Eqs.(53).

In some examples, it can be of interest to minimize the power radiated from the

system, since e.g. it can be a cause of interference to other communication systems, while

still maintaining good efficiency. In some examples, the two objects can be the same,

and then, using Eq.(41), we find

p 4f/0 (|l + U0 - iD0 \2 + \U + iV\ 2 γ - - 2V(V + VU0 + UD0)
_ r rad Vrad

ηrad ~ \S+1 \2 ~ I(1 + U0 - ID0)2 + (U + iV) 212 (56)

Then, to achieve our goal, we maximize ηP/ ηra and find that this can be

achieved for

£/„« = V + U2 V
rαd

2 + V2 - 2VVrαd and D0** = UVrαd ,



(57)

where Vrad ≡ Λ/ Λ/ r1 rad r2 r a , as defined in Eq.(47), we call the interference factor and

quantifies the degree of far-field interference that the system experiences compared to the

radiative loss, thus Vrad = > V, and V = Vrad when all loss is radiative, in

which case Eq.(57) reduces to Eq.(53).

In this description, we suggest that, for any temporal energy-transfer scheme and

given some achieved coupling-to-loss ratio, the efficiency can be enhanced and the

radiation can be suppressed by shifting the operational frequency away from exact

resonance with each object's eigenfrequency and closer to the frequency of the odd

normal-mode, which suffers less radiation due to destructive far-field interference. It is

the parameters

that are the figures-of-merit for any system under consideration for wireless energy-

transfer, along with the distance over which largef/, | | can be achieved. Clearly, also

I I can be a decreasing function of distance, since two sources of radiation distant by

more than a few wavelengths do not interfere substantially. It is important also to keep in

mind that the magnitude of V depends on the degree to which radiation dominates the

objects' losses, since it is only these radiative losses that can contribute to interference, as

expressed from Vrad > V.

To achieve a large strong-interference factor V, in some examples, the energy-

transfer application preferably uses again subwavelength resonances, because, for a given

source-device distance, the interference factor Vrad will increase as frequency decreases,

since naturally the odd mode of two coupled objects, distant much closer than a

wavelength, will not radiate at all.

To achieve a large strong-interference factor V, in some examples, the energy-

transfer application preferably uses resonant modes of high factors Q I Q
md

. This

condition can be satisfied by designing resonant modes where the dominant loss



mechanism is radiation. As frequency decreases, radiation losses always decrease and

typically systems are limited by absorption losses, as discussed earlier, so Q I
rad

decreases; thus, the advantage of interference can be insignificant at some point

compared to the deterioration of absorption-^?.

Therefore, | | will be maximized at some frequency ωv , dependent on the

source-device distance, and this optimal frequency will typically be different than ωυ , the

optimal frequency for U. As seen above, the problem of maximizing the energy-transfer

efficiency can require a modified treatment in the presence of interference. The choice of

eigenfrequency for the source and device objects as ωυ , where U is maximum, can not be

a good one anymore, but also V needs to be considered. The optimization of efficiency

occurs then at a frequency ω between ωυ and ωv and is a combined problem, which

will be demonstrated below for few examples of electromagnetic systems.

Moreover, note that, at some fixed distance between the source and device

objects, the figures U, can not be maximized for the same set of system parameters; in

that case, these parameters could be chosen so that the efficiency of Eq.(54) is

maximized.

In the following section, we calculate a magnitude of efficiency improvement and

radiation reduction for realistic systems at mid-range distances between two objects, by

employing this frequency detuning and by doing a joint optimization for U, V.

5 Far-field interference at mid-range distances for realistic systems

In the case of two objects 1, 2 supporting radiative electromagnetic resonant

modes of the same eigenfrequency ω1 = ω2 ≡ ω0 and placed at distance D between their

arbitrarily-chosen centers, so that they couple in the near field and interfere in the far

field, the interference factor Vrad is predicted from antenna theory (AT) to be that in

Eq.(47).

We have also seen above how to compute the resonance quality factors Q and

Qmd, for some example structures, and thus we can compute the factor Q I Qmd .

We will demonstrate the efficiency enhancement and the radiation suppression

due to interference for the two examples of capacitively- loaded conducting loops and



dielectric disks. The degree of improvement will be shown to depend on the nature of the

system.

5.1 Capacitively-loaded conducting loops

Consider two loops \ , 2 of radius r with N turns of conducting wire with circular

cross-section of radius a at distance D, as shown in Fig. 10. It was shown in Section 2.2

how to calculate the quality, coupling and strong-coupling factors for such a system.

Their coupling factor is shown in Fig. 17(a) as a function of the relative distance

D/r, for three different dimensions of single-turn (N = 1) loops. Their strong-coupling

factor at the eigenfrequency ( Q Q
S shown in Fig. 17(b). The approximate scaling

k,U ∞ {r I Z)) , indicated by Eqs.(26) and (27), is apparent.

We compute the interference parameter between two coupled loops at distance D,

using the AT analysis Eq.(47), leading to

Consider two loops I, 2 of radius r with N turns of conducting wire with circular

cross-section of radius a at distance D, as shown in Fig. 10. It was shown in Section 2.2

how to calculate the quality, coupling and strong-coupling factors for such a system.

Their coupling factor is shown in Fig. 17(a) as a function of the relative distance D/r, for

three different dimensions of single-turn (N = 1) loops. Their strong-coupling factor at

the eigenfrequency OQ Q is shown in Fig. 17(b). The approximate scaling

k,U oc (r / D) , indicated by Eqs.(26) and (27), is apparent. We compute the interference

parameter between two coupled loops at distance D, using the AT analysis Eq. (47),

leading to

for the orientation of optimal coupling, where one loop is above the other. Their

interference factor is shown in Fig. 18 as a function of the normalized distance D/ λ,

where it can be seen that this factor has nulls only upon reaching the radiative regime.

Since the resonant loops are highly subwavelength (in many examples λ/ r ≥ 50), at

mid-range distances (D/r < 10), we expect D/ λ < 0.2 and thus the interference factor to

be very large (Vrad ≥ 0.8).



At a fixed resonant frequency, in some examples, the factor Q I Qmd can be increased

by increasing the radii r of the loops. In some examples, the factor Q I Qmd can be

increased by increasing the number N of turns of the loops. In some examples, the factor

Q I Qmά can be increased by increasing the radius a of the conducting wire of the loops or

by using Litz wire or a ribbon to reduce the absorption losses and thus make radiation

more dominant loss mechanism.

We also plot in Fig. 19, for the example r = 30cm and a = 2cm, the strong-coupling

factor U, the interference factor Vrad and the strong-interference factor V as a function of

the resonant eigenfrequency of the loops, for a fixed distance D = Sr. Indeed, for this

example, V decreases monotonically with frequency in this subwavelength regime and

is always great than 0.8, but V exhibits a maximum, since the term Q/Q ra is increasing

towards - with frequency, as losses become more and more radiation dominated. It can

be seen that the resonant eigenfrequencies f υ and f v , at which U and V become

maximum respectively, are different. This implies that the efficiency will now not

necessarily peak at the eigenfrequency f υ , at which U is maximized, as would be the

assumption based on prior knowledge, but at a different one fη between f υ and f v . This

is shown below.

In Fig. 20 the efficiency ηP is plotted as a function of the resonant eigenfrequency

of the loops for two different examples of loop dimensions r = 30cm, α = 2cm and

r = Im, α = 2cm, at two different loop distances D = Sr and D = 1Or, and for the

cases:

(i) (solid lines) including interference effects and detuning the driving frequency from the

resonant frequency by D0 = UV from Eq.(53) to maximize the power-transmission

efficiency and similarly using U0 from Eq.(53), which thus implies optimal efficiency as

in Eq.(54).

(ii) (dash-dotted lines) including interference effects and detuning the driving frequency

from the resonant frequency by D0 = UVra from Eq.(57) to maximize the ratio of power

transmitted over power radiated and similarly using U0 from Eq. (57).

(iii) (dashed lines) including interference effects but not detuning the driving frequency

from the resonant frequency and using U0 from Eq.(14), as one would do to maximize



efficiency in the absence of interference.

(iv) (dotted lines) truly in the absence of interference effects and thus maximizing

efficiency by not detuning the driving frequency from the resonant frequency and using

U0 from Eq.(14), which thus implies efficiency as in Eq.(15).

In Fig. 2 1 we show the amount of driving-frequency detuning that is used in the

presence of interference either to maximize efficiency (case (i) (solid lines) of Fig. 20 -

D0 = UV) or to maximize the ratio of power transmitted over power radiated (case (ii)

(dash-dotted lines) of Fig. 20 - D0 = UVraά) . Clearly, this driving-frequency detuning

can be a non-trivial amount.

It can be seen from Fig. 20 that, for all frequencies, the efficiency of case (i)

(solid lines) is larger than the efficiency of case (iii) (dashed lines) which is in turn larger

than the efficiency of case (iv) (dotted lines). Therefore, in this description, we suggest

that employing far-field interference improves on the power-transmission efficiency

(improvement from (iv) (dotted) to (iii) (dashed)) and, furthermore, employing

destructive far-field interference, by detuning the driving frequency towards the low-

radiation-loss odd normal mode, improves on the power-transmission efficiency even

more (improvement from (iii) (dashed) to (i) (solid)).

If fη is the eigenfrequency, at which the efficiency of case (i) (solid) is optimized,

then, in some examples, the resonant eigenfrequency can be designed to be larger than fη,

namely in a regime where the system is more radiation dominated. In this description, we

suggest that at such eigenfrequencies, there can be a significant improvement in

efficiency by utilizing the destructive far-field interference effects and driving the system

at a frequency close to the odd normal mode. This can be seen again from Fig. 20 by

comparing the solid lines to the corresponding dashed lines and the dotted lines.

In general, one would tend to design a system resonant at the frequency f υ where

the strong-coupling factor U is maximal. However, as suggested above, in the presence

of interference, Fig. 20 shows that the maximum of ηP is at an eigenfrequency f

different than f υ . In some examples, fη > f υ . This is because at higher

eigenfrequencies, losses are determined more by radiation than absorption, therefore

destructive radiation interference can play a more significant role in reducing overall

losses and thus f v > f υ and the efficiency in increased t fη > f υ . In this description, we



suggest that, in some examples, the resonant eigenfrequency can be designed to be close

to the frequency fv that optimizes the efficiency rather than the different f υ . In

particular, in Fig. 22(a) are plotted these two frequencies fη (solid line) and f υ (dashed

line) as a function of relative distance D/r of two r = 30cm loops. In Fig. 22(b) we

show a graded plot of the optimal efficiency from Eq.(54) in the U - V plane. Then, we

superimpose the U - V curve of case (i) (solid), parametrized with distance D, for two

r = 30cm loops resonant at the optimal frequency f for each D. From the path of this

curve onto the graded plot the efficiency as a function of distance can be extracted for

case (i) (solid). We then also superimpose in Fig. 22(b) the U - V curve of case (iii)

(dashed) , parametrized with distance D, for two r = 30cm loops resonant at f υ , and the

U range of case (iv) (dotted), parametrized with distance D, for two r = 30cm loops

resonant at f υ (note that in this last case there is no interference and thus V = 0). In Fig.

22(c) we then show the efficiency enhancement factor achieved by the solid curve of Fig.

22(b), as a function of distance D/r, compared to best that can be achieved without

driving-frequency detuning (dashed) and without interference whatsoever (dotted). The

improvement by employing interference can reach a factor of 2 at large separation

between the loops.

In Fig. 23 we plot the radiation efficiency ηra , using Eq.(39), as a function of the

eigenfrequency of the loops for the two different loop dimensions, the two different

distances and the four different cases examined in Fig. 20. It can be seen from Fig. 23

that, for all frequencies, 77rad of case (ii) (dash-dotted lines) is smaller than 77rad of case

(i) (solid lines) which is in turn smaller than 77rad of case (iii) (dashed lines) and this

smaller than 77 rad of case (iv) (dotted lines). Therefore, in this description, we suggest that

employing far-field interference suppresses radiation (improvement from (iv) (dotted) to

(iii) (dashed)) and, furthermore, employing destructive far-field interference, by detuning

the driving frequency towards the low-radiation-loss odd normal mode, suppress

radiation efficiency even more (improvement from (iii) (dashed) to (i) (solid) and (ii)

(dash-dotted)), more so in case (ii), specifically optimized for this purpose.

In some examples, the resonant eigenfrequency can be designed to be larger than

f v , namely in a regime where the system is more radiation dominated. In this description,

we suggest that at such eigenfrequencies, there can be a significant suppression in



radiation by utilizing the destructive far-field interference effects and driving the system

at a frequency close to the odd normal mode. The case (ii)=(dash-dotted) accomplishes

the greatest suppression in radiation and, as can be seen in Fig. 20, there is a range of

eigenfrequencies (close to f v ), for which the efficiency that this configuration can

achieve is only little compromised compared to the maximum possible of configuration

(0 -

In one example, two single-turn loops of r = 30cm and a = 2cm are at a

distance D/r = 5 in the orientation shown in Fig. 10 and they are designed to resonate at

30MHz. In the absence of interference, the power-transmission efficiency is 59% and the

radiation efficiency is 38%. In the presence of interference and without detuning the

driving frequency from 30MHz, the power-transmission efficiency is 62% and the

radiation efficiency is 32%. In the presence of interference and detuning the driving

frequency from 30MHz to 31.3MHz to maximize efficiency, the power-transmission

efficiency is increased to 75% and the radiation efficiency is suppressed to 18%.

In another example, two single-turn loops of r = 30cm and a = 2cm are at a

distance D/r = 5 in the orientation shown in Fig. 10 and they are designed to resonate at

10MHz. In the absence of interference or in the presence of interference and without

detuning the driving frequency from 10MHz, the power-transmission efficiency is

approximately 81% and the radiation efficiency is approximately 4%. In the presence of

interference and detuning the driving frequency from 10MHz to 10.22MHz to maximize

transmission over radiation, the power-transmission efficiency is 42%, reduced by less

than a factor of 2, while the radiation efficiency is 0.4%, suppressed by an order of

magnitude.

In another example, two single-turn loops of r = I m and a = 2cm are at a

distance D/r = 5 in the orientation shown in Fig. 10 and they are designed to resonate at

10MHz. In the absence of interference, the power-transmission efficiency is 48% and the

radiation efficiency is 47%. In the presence of interference and without detuning the

driving frequency from 10MHz, the power-transmission efficiency is 54% and the

radiation efficiency is 37%. In the presence of interference and detuning the driving

frequency from 10MHz to 14.8MHz to maximize efficiency, the power-transmission

efficiency is increased to 66% and the radiation efficiency is suppressed to 24%.



In another example, two single-turn loops of r = I m and a = 2cm are at a

distance D/r = 5 in the orientation shown in Fig. 10 and they are designed to resonate at

4MHz. In the absence of interference or in the presence of interference and without

detuning the driving frequency from 4MHz, the power-transmission efficiency is

approximately 71% and the radiation efficiency is approximately 8%. In the presence of

interference and detuning the driving frequency from 4MHz to 5.06MHz to maximize

transmission over radiation, the power-transmission efficiency is 40%, reduced by less

than a factor of 2, while the radiation efficiency is approximately 1%, suppressed by

almost an order of magnitude.

5.2 Dielectric disks

Consider two dielectric disks 1 and 2 of radius r and dielectric permittivity e

placed at distance D between their centers, as shown in Fig. 15(b). Their coupling as a

function of distance was calculated in Section 2.4, using analytical and fmite-element-

frequency-domain (FEFD) methods, and is shown in Fig. 24.

To compute the interference factor between two coupled disks at distance D, we

again use two independent methods to confirm the validity of our results: numerically,

the FEFD calculations again give Λ (and thus V) by the splitting of the loss-rates of the

two normal modes; analytically, calculation of the AT prediction of Eq.(47) gives

(kD) +[(kD)2 -6]j l (kD)] (60)

m =3:
rad

= — T {[24(£D)3 -320(H))I J0 (kD) +h(kD)4 -128(H)) 2 + 6401 J1(H))
(W)

The results for the interference of two same disks, for exactly the same parameters

for which the coupling was calculated in Fig. 24, are presented in Fig. 25, as a function of

frequency (due to varying e) at fixed distances. It can be seen that also the strong-

interference factor can have nulls, which can occur even before the system enters the

radiative-coupling regime, namely at smaller frequencies than those of Uat the same

distances, and it decreases with frequency, since then the objects become more and more

absorption dominated, so the benefit from radiative interference is suppressed. Both the



above effects result into the fact that, for most distances, f/(from Fig. 24(b)) and V (from

Fig. 25(b)) can be maximized at different values of the frequency (f υ and f v

respectively), and thus different can also be the optimal frequency f v for the final energy-

transfer efficiency of Eq.(54), which is shown in Fig. 26 again for the same set of

parameters. From this plot, it can be seen that interference can significantly improve the

transfer efficiency, compared to what Eq.(15) would predict from the calculated values of

the coupling fϊgure-of-merit U.

Furthermore, not only does a given energy-transfer system perform better than

what a prediction which ignores interference would predict, but also our optimization

design will typically lead to different optimal set of parameters in the presence of

interference. For example, for the particular distance D/r = 5, it turns out from Fig. 26

that the m = 1 resonant modes can achieve better efficiency than the m = 2 modes within

the available range of e, by making use of strong interference which counteracts their

weaker U, as viewed in Fig. 24, from which one would have concluded the opposite

performance. Moreover, even within the same m-branch, one would naively design the

system to operate at the frequencyf υ , at which f/is maximum. However, the

optimization design changes in the presence of interference, since the system should be

designed to operate at the different frequency fη, where the overall efficiency η peaks. In

Fig. 27(a), we first calculate those different frequencies where the strong-coupling factor

U and the efficiency η (which includes interference) peak, as distance D is changing for

the choice of the m =2 disk of Fig. 24, and observe that their difference is actually

significant. Then, in Fig. 27(b) we show the peak efficiency for the various frequency

choices. For large distances, where efficiency is small and could use a boost, the

improvement factor reaches a significant 2 for the particular system under examination.

The same result is shown in Fig. 27(c) as a plot of the path of the efficiency on the U - V

map, as distance is changing. Similar results are derived for the modes of different m-

order. Physically, moving to higher frequencies increases role of radiative losses

compared to absorption and thus interference can have a greater influence. At the

optimal frequency f v radiated power including interference is close to what it is at f υ , but

absorbed power is much less, therefore the efficiency has been improved.



In some examples, instead of improving efficiency, one might care more about

minimizing radiation. In that case, we calculate at the frequency f υ how much power is

radiated when optimized under the conditions Eq. (57) compared to the power radiated

when simply operating on resonance (D = 0) in the cases with and without interference

(the latter case can be describing a case where the two disks do not interfere, because

they are dissimilar, or due to decoherence issues etc.). We find in Fig. 28 that radiation

can be suppressed by a factor of 1.6 by detuning the operating frequency towards the odd

sub-radiant mode.

6 System Sensitivity to Extraneous Objects

In general, the overall performance of an example of the resonance-based wireless

energy-transfer scheme depends strongly on the robustness of the resonant objects'

resonances. Therefore, it is desirable to analyze the resonant objects' sensitivity to the

near presence of random non-resonant extraneous objects. One appropriate analytical

model is that of "perturbation theory" (PT), which suggests that in the presence of an

extraneous perturbing object p the field amplitude a (t) inside the resonant object 1

satisfies, to first order:

da
=-i( ύ - iY )aι +i Iδκ + iδ (61)

~ddtt
(p) + ιΛ p)

where again ω is the frequency and F1 the intrinsic (absorption, radiation etc.) loss rate,

while 6K11(P) is the frequency shift induced onto 1 due to the presence of p and F1(P) is

the extrinsic due to p (absorption inside p , scattering from p etc.) loss rate. F1(P) is

defined as F1(P) ≡ F1(P) - F1 , where F1(P) is the total perturbed loss rate in the

presence of p . The first-order PT model is valid only for small perturbations.

Nevertheless, the parameters 6K11(p) , F1(P) are well defined, even outside that regime, if

is taken to be the amplitude of the exact perturbed mode. Note also that interference

effects between the radiation field of the initial resonant-object mode and the field

scattered off the extraneous object can for strong scattering (e.g. off metallic objects)

result in total Fl rad(p) that are smaller than the initial Flrad (namely 6F l rad(p) is

negative).



It has been shown that a specific relation is desired between the resonant

frequencies of the source and device-objects and the driving frequency. In some

examples, all resonant objects must have the same eigenfrequency and this must be equal

to the driving frequency. In some examples, when trying to optimize efficiency or

suppress radiation by employing far-field interference, all resonant objects must have the

same eigenfrequency and the driving frequency must be detuned from them by a

particular amount. In some implementations, this frequency-shift can be "fixed" by

applying to one or more resonant objects and the driving generator a feedback

mechanism that corrects their frequencies. In some examples, the driving frequency from

the generator can be fixed and only the resonant frequencies of the objects can be tuned

with respect to this driving frequency.

The resonant frequency of an object can be tuned by, for example, adjusting the

geometric properties of the object (e.g. the height of a self-resonant coil, the capacitor

plate spacing of a capacitively-loaded loop or coil, the dimensions of the inductor of an

inductively-loaded rod, the shape of a dielectric disc, etc.) or changing the position of a

non-resonant object in the vicinity of the resonant object.

In some examples, referring to Fig. 29a, each resonant object is provided with an

oscillator at fixed frequency and a monitor which determines the eigenfrequency of the

object. At least one of the oscillator and the monitor is coupled to a frequency adjuster

which can adjust the frequency of the resonant object. The frequency adjuster determines

the difference between the fixed driving frequency and the object frequency and acts, as

described above, to bring the object frequency into the required relation with respect to

the fixed frequency. This technique assures that all resonant objects operate at the same

fixed frequency, even in the presence of extraneous objects.

In some examples, referring to Fig. 29(b), during energy transfer from a source

object to a device object, the device object provides energy or power to a load, and an

efficiency monitor measures the efficiency of the energy-transfer or power-transmission.

A frequency adjuster coupled to the load and the efficiency monitor acts, as described

above, to adjust the frequency of the object to maximize the efficiency.

In other examples, the frequency adjusting scheme can rely on information

exchange between the resonant objects. For example, the frequency of a source object



can be monitored and transmitted to a device object, which is in turn synched to this

frequency using frequency adjusters, as described above. In other embodiments the

frequency of a single clock can be transmitted to multiple devices, and each device then

synched to that frequency using frequency adjusters, as described above.

Unlike the frequency shift, the extrinsic perturbing loss due to the presence of

extraneous perturbing objects can be detrimental to the functionality of the energy-

transfer scheme, because it is difficult to remedy. Therefore, the total perturbed quality

factors (p) (and the corresponding perturbed strong-coupling factor U and the

perturbed strong-interference factor (P) ) should be quantified.

In some examples, a system for wireless energy-transfer uses primarily magnetic

resonances, wherein the energy stored in the near field in the air region surrounding the

resonator is predominantly magnetic, while the electric energy is stored primarily inside

the resonator. Such resonances can exist in the quasi-static regime of operation (r«λ) that

we are considering: for example, for coils with h <sc 2r , most of the electric field is

localized within the self-capacitance of the coil or the externally loading capacitor and,

for dielectric disks, with e » 1 the electric field is preferentially localized inside the disk.

In some examples, the influence of extraneous objects on magnetic resonances is nearly

absent. The reason is that extraneous non-conducting objects p that could interact with

the magnetic field in the air region surrounding the resonator and act as a perturbation to

the resonance are those having significant magnetic properties (magnetic permeability

Re{µ}>l or magnetic loss Im{µ}>0). Since almost all every-day non-conducting

materials are non-magnetic but just dielectric, they respond to magnetic fields in the same

way as free space, and thus will not disturb the resonance of the resonator. Extraneous

conducting materials can however lead to some extrinsic losses due to the eddy currents

induced inside them or on their surface (depending on their conductivity). However,

even for such conducting materials, their presence will not be detrimental to the

resonances, as long as they are not in very close proximity to the resonant objects.

The interaction between extraneous objects and resonant objects is reciprocal,

namely, if an extraneous object does not influence a resonant object, then also the

resonant object does not influence the extraneous object. This fact can be viewed in light

of safety considerations for human beings. Humans are also non-magnetic and can



sustain strong magnetic fields without undergoing any risk. A typical example, where

magnetic fields B-IT are safely used on humans, is the Magnetic Resonance Imaging

(MRI) technique for medical testing. In contrast, the magnetic near-field required in

typical embodiments in order to provide a few Watts of power to devices is only B-W4T,

which is actually comparable to the magnitude of the Earth's magnetic field. Since, as

explained above, a strong electric near-field is also not present and the radiation produced

from this non-radiative scheme is minimal, the energy-transfer apparatus, methods and

systems described herein is believed safe for living organisms.

6.1 Capacitively-loaded conducting loops or coils

In some examples, one can estimate the degree to which the resonant system of a

capacitively-loaded conducting-wire coil has mostly magnetic energy stored in the space

surrounding it. If one ignores the fringing electric field from the capacitor, the electric

and magnetic energy densities in the space surrounding the coil come just from the

electric and magnetic field produced by the current in the wire; note that in the far field,

these two energy densities must be equal, as is always the case for radiative fields. By

using the results for the fields produced by a subwavelength (r <sc λ ) current loop

(magnetic dipole) with h=0 , we can calculate the ratio of electric to magnetic energy

densities, as a function of distance D from the center of the loop (in the limit r : D )

and the angle θ with respect to the loop axis:

where the second line is the ratio of averages over all angles by integrating the electric

and magnetic energy densities over the surface of a sphere of radius D . From Eq. (62) it

is obvious that indeed for all angles in the near field (x <sc 1) the magnetic energy density



is dominant, while in the far field ( x 1) they are equal as they should be. Also, the

preferred positioning of the loop is such that objects which can interfere with its

resonance lie close to its axis ( θ =0), where there is no electric field. For example, using

the systems described in Table 4, we can estimate from Eq.(62) that for the loop of

r = 30cm at a distance D =1Or = m the ratio of average electric to average magnetic

energy density would be ~ 12% and at D =3r = 90cm it would be ~ 1% , and for the

loop of r = 10cm at a distance D =\0r =\m the ratio would be ~ 33% and at

D =3r =30cm it would be ~ 2.5% . At closer distances this ratio is even smaller and

thus the energy is predominantly magnetic in the near field, while in the radiative far

field, where they are necessarily of the same order (ratio — 1), both are very small,

because the fields have significantly decayed, as capacitively-loaded coil systems are

designed to radiate very little. Therefore, this is the criterion that qualifies this class of

resonant system as a magnetic resonant system.

To provide an estimate of the effect of extraneous objects on the resonance of a

capacitively-loaded loop including the capacitor fringing electric field, we use the

perturbation theory formula, stated earlier,

T1 abj = ωλ J 4 J d r Im iε (r)} IE 1 (r)P W with the computational FEFD results for

the field of an example like the one shown in the plot of Fig. 5 and with a rectangular

object of dimensions 30cm x 30cm x 1.5m and permittivity ε=49+16i (consistent with

human muscles) residing between the loops and almost standing on top of one capacitor

(~3cm away from it) and find 5 and for -10cm away

Qabs(human)
5 Thus, for ordinary distances (~lm) and placements (not

immediately on top of the capacitor) or for most ordinary extraneous objects p of much

smaller loss-tangent, we conclude that it is indeed fair to say that Qabj oo . The

only perturbation that is expected to affect these resonances is a close proximity of large

metallic structures.

Self-resonant coils can be more sensitive than capacitively-loaded coils, since for

the former the electric field extends over a much larger region in space (the entire coil)



rather than for the latter (just inside the capacitor). On the other hand, self-resonant coils

can b e simple to make and can withstand much larger voltages than most lumped

capacitors. Inductively- loaded conducting rods can also b e more sensitive than

capacitively-loaded coils, since they rely on the electric field to achieve the coupling.

6.2 Dielectric disks

For dielectric disks, small, low-index, low-material-loss or far-away stray objects

will induce small scattering and absorption. In such cases of small perturbations these

extrinsic loss mechanisms can b e quantified using respectively the analytical first-order

perturbation theory formulas

/ W

δ ( )]
≡2δ ()/ =K Wh WI2/2

where W = [ / 2 is the total resonant electromagnetic energy of the

unperturbed mode. A s one can see, both of these losses depend on the square of the

resonant electric field tails E l at the site of the extraneous object. In contrast, the

coupling factor from object 1 to another resonant object 2 is, as stated earlier,

K2 =I K
12

I ~ {d ε2(r)E*
2Cr)E1(r) / J d3vε(v) |E (r)|2

and depends linearly on the field tails E1 of 1 inside 2 . This difference in scaling gives u s

confidence that, for, for example, exponentially small field tails, coupling to other

resonant objects should b e much faster than all extrinsic loss rates ( Λ Γ 2 T -, 2 ) a

least for small perturbations, and thus the energy-transfer scheme is expected to b e sturdy

for this class of resonant dielectric disks.

However, w e also want to examine certain possible situations where extraneous

objects cause perturbations too strong to analyze using the above first-order perturbation

theory approach. For example, w e place a dielectric disk close to another off-resonance

object of large Re{ }, Im {ε} and of same size but different shape (such as a human being

h), as shown in Fig. 30a, and a roughened surface of large extent but of small Re{ },



Im {ε} (such as a wall w), as shown in Fig. 30b. For distances Dh w I r =10 - 3 between

the disk-center and the "human"-center or "wall", the numerical FDFD simulation results

presented in Figs. 30a and 30b suggest that, the disk resonance seems to be fairly robust,

since it is not detrimentally disturbed by the presence of extraneous objects, with the

exception of the very close proximity of high-loss objects. To examine the influence of

large perturbations on an entire energy-transfer system we consider two resonant disks in

the close presence of both a "human" and a "wall". Comparing Table 8 to the table in

Figure 30c, the numerical FDFD simulations show that the system performance

deteriorates from f/~l —50 to / (-/lw) ~0.5 —10, i.e. only by acceptably small amounts.

In general, different examples of resonant systems have different degree of

sensitivity to external perturbations, and the resonant system of choice depends on the

particular application at hand, and how important matters of sensitivity or safety are for

that application. For example, for a medical implantable device (such as a wirelessly

powered artificial heart) the electric field extent must be minimized to the highest degree

possible to protect the tissue surrounding the device. In such cases where sensitivity to

external objects or safety is important, one should design the resonant systems so that the

ratio of electric to magnetic energy density we I wm is reduced or minimized at most of

the desired (according to the application) points in the surrounding space.

7 Applications

The non-radiative wireless energy transfer techniques described above can enable

efficient wireless energy-exchange between resonant objects, while suffering only modest

transfer and dissipation of energy into other extraneous off-resonant objects. The

technique is general, and can be applied to a variety of resonant systems in nature. In this

Section, we identify a variety of applications that can benefit from or be designed to

utilize wireless power transmission.

Remote devices can be powered directly, using the wirelessly supplied power or

energy to operate or run the devices, or the devices can be powered by or through or in

addition to a battery or energy storage unit, where the battery is occasionally being

charged or re-charged wirelessly. The devices can be powered by hybrid battery/energy

storage devices such as batteries with integrated storage capacitors and the like.



Furthermore, novel battery and energy storage devices can be designed to take advantage

of the operational improvements enabled by wireless power transmission systems.

Devices can be turned off and the wirelessly supplied power or energy used to

charge or recharge a battery or energy storage unit. The battery or energy storage unit

charging or recharging rate can be high or low. The battery or energy storage units can

be trickle charged or float charged. It would be understood by one of ordinary skill in the

art that there are a variety of ways to power and/or charge devices, and the variety of

ways could be applied to the list of applications that follows.

Some wireless energy transfer examples that can have a variety of possible

applications include for example, placing a source (e.g. one connected to the wired

electricity network) on the ceiling of a room, while devices such as robots, vehicles,

computers, PDAs or similar are placed or move freely within the room. Other

applications can include powering or recharging electric-engine buses and/or hybrid cars

and medical implantable devices. Additional example applications include the ability to

power or recharge autonomous electronics (e.g. laptops, cell-phones, portable music

players, house-hold robots, GPS navigation systems, displays, etc), sensors, industrial and

manufacturing equipment, medical devices and monitors, home appliances (e.g. lights,

fans, heaters, displays, televisions, counter-top appliances, etc.), military devices, heated

or illuminated clothing, communications and navigation equipment, including equipment

built into vehicles, clothing and protective-wear such as helmets, body armor and vests,

and the like, and the ability to transmit power to physically isolated devices such as to

implanted medical devices, to hidden, buried, implanted or embedded sensors or tags, to

and/or from roof-top solar panels to indoor distribution panels, and the like.

In some examples, far-field interference can be utilized by a system designer to

suppress total radiation loss and/or to increase the system efficiency. In some examples,

systems operating optimally closer to the radiative regime can benefit more from the

presence of far-field interference, which leads to reduced losses for the sub-radiant

normal mode of the coupled objects, and this benefit can be substantial.

A number of examples of the invention have been described. Nevertheless, it will

be understood that various modifications can be made without departing from the spirit

and scope of the invention.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An apparatus for use in wireless energy transfer, the apparatus comprising:

a first resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator

structure, over a distance D larger than a characteristic size L1 of said first resonator

structure and larger than a characteristic size L2 of said second resonator structure,

wherein the energy transfer has a rate K and is mediated by evanescent-tail

coupling of a resonant field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the

second resonator structure, wherein

said resonant field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω , a resonance frequency-width F 1, and a resonance quality factor

Q1 = O /2F 1 at least larger than 300, and

said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F2 , and a resonance quality factor

Q2 = ω2 12T2 at least larger than 300,

wherein the absolute value of the difference of said angular frequencies ω and

ω2 is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and F 2 , and the quantity

KI /F1F2 is at least larger than 20,

and further comprising a power supply coupled to the first structure and

configured to drive the first resonator structure or the second resonator structure at an

angular frequency away from the resonance angular frequencies and shifted towards a

frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode for the resonator structures to reduce

radiation from the resonator structures by destructive far-field interference.

2 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the power supply is configured to drive the first

resonator structure or the second resonator structure at the angular frequency away from

the resonance angular frequencies and shifted towards the frequency corresponding to an

odd normal mode for the resonator structures to substantially suppress radiation from the

resonator structures by destructive far-field interference.



3 . A method for wireless energy transfer involving a first resonator structure

configured for energy transfer with a second resonator structure, over a distance D larger

than a characteristic size L1 of said first resonator structure and larger than a

characteristic size L2 of said second resonator structure, wherein the energy transfer has a

rate K and is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant field of the first

resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure, wherein said

resonant field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular frequency ω , a

resonance frequency-width F 1, and a resonance quality factor Q1 =ω 12F1 at least larger

than 300, and said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance

angular frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F 2 , and a resonance quality factor

Q2 = ω2 12T2 at least larger than 300, wherein the absolute value of the difference of said

angular frequencies ω and ω2 is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and

F2 , and the quantity is at least larger than 20, the method comprising:

driving the first resonator structure or the second resonator structure at an angular

frequency away from the resonance angular frequencies and shifted towards a frequency

corresponding to an odd normal mode for the resonator structures to reduce radiation

from the resonator structures by destructive far-field interference.

4 . The method of claim 3, wherein the first resonator structure or the second

resonator structure is driven at the angular frequency away from the resonance angular

frequencies and shifted towards the frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode for

the resonator structures to substantially suppress radiation from the resonator structures

by destructive far-field interference.

5 . An apparatus for use in wireless energy transfer, the apparatus comprising:

a first resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator

structure, over a distance D larger than a characteristic size L1 of said first resonator

structure and larger than a characteristic size L2 of said second resonator structure,

wherein the energy transfer has a rate K and is mediated by evanescent-tail



coupling of a resonant field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the

second resonator structure, wherein

said resonant field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω , a resonance frequency-width F 1, and a resonance quality factor

Q1 = O /2F 1 at least larger than 300, and

said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency O2 , a resonance frequency-width F2 , and a resonance quality factor

Q2 = O2 12F2 at least larger than 300,

wherein the absolute value of the difference of said angular frequencies O and

ω2 is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and F 2 , and the quantity

KI F1F2 is at least larger than 20,

and wherein for a desired range of the distances D, the resonance angular

frequencies for the resonator structures increase transmission efficiency T by accounting

for radiative interference, wherein the increase is relative to a transmission efficiency T

calculated without accounting for the radiative interference.

6 . The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the resonance angular frequencies for the

resonator structures are selected by optimizing the transmission efficiency T to account

for both a resonance quality factor U and an interference factor V.

7 . A method for designing a wireless energy transfer apparatus, the apparatus

including a first resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second

resonator structure, over a distance D larger than a characteristic size L1 of said first

resonator structure and larger than a characteristic size L2 of said second resonator

structure, wherein the energy transfer has a rate K and is mediated by evanescent-tail

coupling of a resonant field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the

second resonator structure, wherein said resonant field of the first resonator structure has

a resonance angular frequency O , a resonance frequency-width F1, and a resonance

quality factor Q1 =ω /2F 1 at least larger than 300, and said resonant field of the second



resonator structure has a resonance angular frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width

F2 , and a resonance quality factor Q2 =ω2 12T2 at least larger than 300, wherein the

absolute value of the difference of said angular frequencies ω and ω2 is smaller than the

broader of said resonant widths F1 and F2 , and the quantity κ l - T1T2 is at least larger

than 20, the method comprising:

selecting the resonance angular frequencies for the resonator structures to

substantially optimize the transmission efficiency by accounting for radiative interference

between the resonator structures.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the resonance angular frequencies for the

resonator structures are selected by optimizing the transmission efficiency T to account

for both a resonance quality factor U and an interference factor V.

9 . An apparatus for use in wireless energy transfer, the apparatus comprising:

a first resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator

structure over a distance D,

wherein the energy transfer is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant

field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure,

with a coupling factor k, wherein

said resonant field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω , a resonance frequency-width F1, and a resonance quality factor

Q1 =ω 12F1, and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation quality factor

said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F2 , and a resonance quality factor

Q2 = ω2 12T2 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation quality factor

wherein an absolute value of a difference of said angular frequencies ω and ω2



is smaller than broader of said resonant widths F1 and F2 , and an average resonant

angular frequency is defined as ω = ωxω2 , corresponding to an average resonant

wavelength λ =2πc I ωo , where c is the speed of light in free space, and a strong-

coupling factor being defined as U =k Q Q2 ,

wherein the apparatus is configured to employ interference between said radiative

far fields of the resonant fields of the first and second resonator, with an interference

factor
rad

, to reduce a total amount of radiation from the apparatus compared to an

amount of radiation from the apparatus in the absence of interference, a strong-

interference factor being defined as V =V J(Q 11Q1rad
)(Q 2 I Q2 rad

)

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein Q11Qlmd > 0.01 and Q2 1Q2 >0.01 .

11. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein Q11Q1rad
> 0.1 and Q2 1Q2 rad

≥ 0 .1.

12. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein D I λ is larger than 0.001 and the strong-

interference factor V is larger than 0.01.

13. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein D I λ is larger than 0.00 1 and the strong-

interference factor V is larger than 0.1.

14. The apparatus of claim 9, further comprising the second resonator structure.

15. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein, during operation, a power generator is coupled

to one of the first and second resonant structure, with a coupling rate K , and is

configured to drive the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, at a driving frequency

corresponding to a driving angular frequency ω =2πf ,

wherein Ug is defined as κg I F1, if the power generator is coupled to the first

resonator structure and defined as K I T2 , if the power generator is coupled to the second



resonator structure.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the driving frequency is different from the

resonance frequencies of the first and second resonator structures and is closer to a

frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode of the system of the two resonator

structures,

wherein the detuning of the first resonator from the driving frequency is defined

as D1 = ( - [)/r i and the detuning of the second resonator structure from the driving

frequency is defined as D2 = (<» - ω2) / T 2 .

17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein D1 is approximately equal to UV
n

and D2 is

approximately equal to UV .

18. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein U is chosen to maximize the ratio of the

energy-transfer efficiency to the radiation efficiency.

19. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein U is approximately equal to

4\+u 2 - V u +r 2 - 2W

20. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein/is at least larger than 100 kHz and smaller

than 500MHz.

21. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein/is at least larger than IMHz and smaller than

50MHz.

22. The apparatus of claim 15, further comprising the power generator.

23. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein, during operation, a power load is coupled to

the resonant structure to which the power generator is not coupled, with a coupling rate



K1, and is configured to receive from the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, a

usable power,

wherein U1 is defined as 1IT1, if the power load is coupled to the first resonator

structure and defined as K1IT2, if the power load is coupled to the second resonator

structure.

24. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein U1 is chosen to maximize the ratio of the

energy-transfer efficiency to the radiation efficiency.

25. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the driving frequency is different from the

resonance frequencies of the first and second resonator structures and is closer to a

frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode of the system of the two resonator

structures,

wherein the detuning of the first resonator from the driving frequency is defined

as D1 = ω - ωx) / Tx and is approximately equal to UVmά , and the detuning of the second

resonator structure from the driving frequency is defined as D2 = ω - ω2) / T2 and is

approximately equal to UVmd ,

and U1 is approximately equal to +U2- VI U2+V2 -2VV
d

.

26. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein at least one of the first and second resonator

structures comprises a capacitively loaded loop or coil of at least one of a conducting

wire, a conducting Litz wire, and a conducting ribbon.

27. The apparatus of claim 26, where the characteristic size of said loop or coil is less

than 30 cm and the width of said conducting wire or Litz wire or ribbon is less than 2cm.

28. The apparatus of claim 26, where the characteristic size of said loop or coil is less

than Im and the width of said conducting wire or Litz wire or ribbon is less than 2cm.



29. The apparatus of claim 9, further comprising a feedback mechanism for

maintaining the resonant frequency of one or more of the resonant objects.

30. The apparatus of claim 29, wherein the feedback mechanism comprises an

oscillator with a fixed driving frequency and is configured to adjust the resonant

frequency of the one or more resonant objects to be detuned by a fixed amount with

respect to the fixed frequency.

31. An apparatus for use in wireless energy transfer, the apparatus comprising:

a first resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second resonator

structure over a distance D,

wherein the energy transfer is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant

field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure,

with a coupling factor k, wherein

said resonant field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω , a resonance frequency-width F1, and a resonance quality factor

Q1 =ω 12F1, and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation quality factor

said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F2 , and a resonance quality factor

Q2 = ω2 12T2 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation quality factor

wherein an absolute value of a difference of said angular frequencies ω and ω2

is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and F2 , and an average resonant

angular frequency is defined as ω = ωxω2 , corresponding to an average resonant

wavelength λ =2πc I ωo , where c is the speed of light in free space, and a strong-

coupling factor is defined as U =k Q Q2 ,

wherein the apparatus is configured to employ interference between said radiative

far fields of the resonant fields of the first and second resonator, with an interference



factor Vτad
, to increase efficiency of energy transfer for the apparatus compared to

efficiency for the apparatus in the absence of interference, the strong-interference factor

being defined as V =V (Q1 / Q1 ) (Q2 / Q2 ) .

32. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein Q11Qlmd > 0.05 and Q2 1Q2 ra d
≥ 0.05 .

33 . The apparatus of claim 31, wherein Q11Q1rad
≥ 0.5 and Q2 1Q2 rad

≥ 0.5 .

34. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein D I λ is larger than 0.01 and the strong-

interference factor is larger than 0.05.

35 . The apparatus of claim 31, wherein D I λ is larger than 0.01 and the strong-

interference factor V is larger than 0.5.

36. The apparatus of claim 31, further comprising the second resonator structure.

37. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein, during operation, a power generator is

coupled to one of the first and second resonant structure, with a coupling rate K , and is

configured to drive the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, at a driving frequency

f , corresponding to a driving angular frequency ω =2πf ,

wherein Ug is defined as κg I F1, if the power generator is coupled to the first

resonator structure and defined as K I T2 , if the power generator is coupled to the second

resonator structure.

38. The apparatus of claim 37, wherein the driving frequency is different from the

resonance frequencies of the first and second resonator structures and is closer to a

frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode of the system of the two resonator

structures,

wherein the detuning of the first resonator from the driving frequency is defined



as D1 = ω a )IT and the detuning of the second resonator structure from the driving

frequency is defined as D2 =(<» - ω2) / T2 .

39. The apparatus of claim 38, wherein D1 is approximately equal to UV and D2 is

approximately equal to UV .

40. The apparatus of claim 37, wherein U is chosen to maximize the energy-transfer

efficiency.

41. The apparatus of claim 39, wherein U is approximately equal to

42. The apparatus of claim 37, wherein/is at least larger than 100 kHz and smaller

than 500MHz.

43. The apparatus of claim 37, wherein/is at least larger than IMHz and smaller than

50MHz.

44. The apparatus of claim 37, further comprising the power generator.

45. The apparatus of claim 37, wherein, during operation, a power load is coupled to

the resonant structure to which the power generator is not coupled, with a coupling rate

1, and is configured to receive from the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, a

usable power,

wherein U1 is defined as 1 T1, if the power load is coupled to the first resonator

structure and defined as 1ZT2, if the power load is coupled to the second resonator

structure.



46. The apparatus of claim 45, wherein U1 is chosen to maximize the energy-transfer

efficiency.

47. The apparatus of claim 46, wherein the driving frequency is different from the

resonance frequencies of the first and second resonator structures and is closer to a

frequency corresponding to an odd normal mode of the system of the two resonator

structures,

wherein the detuning of the first resonator from the driving frequency is defined

as D1 = ω - ωx) / T and is approximately equal to UV , and the detuning of the second

resonator structure from the driving frequency is defined as D2 = ω - ω2) / T 2 and is

approximately equal to UV ,

and U1 is approximately equal to J(l +U2)(l-V 2) .

48. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein at least one of the first and second resonator

structures comprises a capacitively loaded loop or coil of at least one of a conducting

wire, a conducting Litz wire, and a conducting ribbon.

49. The apparatus of claim 48, where the characteristic size of said loop or coil is less

than 30 cm and the width of said conducting wire or Litz wire or ribbon is less than 2cm.

50. The apparatus of claim 48, where the characteristic size of said loop or coil is less

than Im and the width of said conducting wire or Litz wire or ribbon is less than 2cm.

51. The apparatus of claim 31, further comprising a feedback mechanism for

maintaining the resonant frequency of one or more of the resonant objects.

52. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the feedback mechanism comprises an

oscillator with a fixed driving frequency and is configured to adjust the resonant

frequency of the one or more resonant objects to be detuned by a fixed amount with



respect to the fixed frequency.

53 . The apparatus of claim 51, where the feedback mechanism is configured to

monitor an efficiency of the energy transfer, and adjust the resonant frequency of the one

or more resonant objects to maximize the efficiency.

54. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the resonance angular frequencies for the

resonator structures are selected to optimize the energy-transfer efficiency by accounting

for both the strong-coupling factor U and the strong-interference interference factor V.

55. A method for wireless energy transfer, the method comprising:

providing a first resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second

resonator structure over a distance D ,

wherein the energy transfer is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant

field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure,

with a coupling factor k , wherein

said resonant field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω , a resonance frequency-width F1, and a resonance quality factor

Q1 = (O 12F1, and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation quality factor

said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F2 , and a resonance quality factor

Q2 = ω2 12 T 2 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation quality factor

wherein an absolute value of a difference of said angular frequencies ω and ω2

is smaller than broader of said resonant widths F1 and F2 , and an average resonant

angular frequency is defined as ωo = J u)1U)2 , corresponding to an average resonant

wavelength λ0 = 2 πc I ωo , where c is the speed of light in free space, and the strong-

coupling factor is defined as U = k Q Q2 , and



employing interference between said radiative far fields of the resonant fields of

the first and second resonator, with an interference factor V
md

, to reduce a total amount of

radiation from the first and second resonator compared to an amount of radiation from the

first and second resonator in the absence of interference, a strong-interference factor

being defined as V =V (Q1 / Q1 ) (Q2 / Q2 ) .

56. The method of claim 55, wherein Q11Q >0.01 and Q2 1Q2 >0.01 .

57. The method of claim 55, wherein, during operation, a power generator is coupled

to one of the first and second resonant structure and is configured to drive the resonator

structure, to which it is coupled, at a driving frequency/ corresponding to a driving

angular frequency ω =2πf ,

wherein the driving frequency is different from the resonance frequencies of the

first and second resonator structures and is closer to a frequency corresponding to an odd

normal mode of the system of the two resonator structures.

58. The method of claim 57, wherein, during operation, a power load is coupled to the

resonant structure to which the power generator is not coupled and is configured to

receive from the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, a usable power.

59. A method for wireless energy transfer, the method comprising:

providing a first resonator structure configured for energy transfer with a second

resonator structure over a distance D,

wherein the energy transfer is mediated by evanescent-tail coupling of a resonant

field of the first resonator structure and a resonant field of the second resonator structure,

with a coupling factor k, wherein

said resonant field of the first resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω , a resonance frequency-width F 1, and a resonance quality factor

Q1 = O 12F1 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation quality factor



said resonant field of the second resonator structure has a resonance angular

frequency ω2 , a resonance frequency-width F2 , and a resonance quality factor

Q2 = ω2 12T2 , and is radiative in the far field, with an associated radiation quality factor

wherein an absolute value of the difference of said angular frequencies ω and ω2

is smaller than the broader of said resonant widths F1 and F 2 ,and an average resonant

angular frequency is defined as ωo = ω ω2 , corresponding to an average resonant

wavelength λ =2πc I ωo , where c is the speed of light in free space, and the strong-

coupling factor is defined as U = Q Q2 , and

employing interference between said radiative far fields of the resonant fields of

the first and second resonator, with an interference factor V
md

, to increase efficiency of

energy transfer between the first and second resonator compared to efficiency of energy

transfer between the first and second resonator in the absence of interference, a strong-

interference factor being defined as V =V Q11
1 ra d

) ( 2 / Q2 )

60. The method of claim 59, wherein Q11Q >0.05 and Q2 1Q2 ≥ 0.05 .

61. The method of claim 59, wherein, during operation, a power generator is coupled

to one of the first and second resonant structure and is configured to drive the resonator

structure, to which it is coupled, at a driving frequency/ corresponding to a driving

angular frequency ω =2πf ,

wherein the driving frequency is different from the resonance frequencies of the

first and second resonator structures and is closer to a frequency corresponding to an odd

normal mode of the system of the two resonator structures.

62. The method of claim 61, wherein, during operation, a power load is coupled to the

resonant structure to which the power generator is not coupled and is configured to



receive from the resonator structure, to which it is coupled, a usable power.

63. The method of claim 59, wherein the resonance angular frequencies for the

resonator structures are selected to optimize the energy-transfer efficiency by accounting

for both the strong-coupling factor U and the strong-interference interference factor V.
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